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Students Forced Off Campus into Culinary Institute Dormitory
By BILL COSGROVE

STAFF WRITER
Forty Trinity students are
being housed off-campus this
year at the Connecticut Culinary
Institute due to an unusually
large freshmen class. An unanticipated increase in the College's
admissions yield for the Class of
2010 necessitated the need for
Director of Campus Life Amy
DeBaun to find additional housing in a short amount of time.
"Our first-year class is approximately 620 students, when we
had only expected and reserved
enough beds for 550," explained
DeBaun. After learning about the
situation in early May, DeBaun
and her staff "immediately investigated every possible on-campus
solution including bringing in
trailers, tripling up current students, moving current faculty and
staff off-campus, and renovating
additional buildings on Crescent
Street." All of those options were
deemed too costly, not physically
feasible, unable to meet the number of required beds^or could not
be accomplished in the amount
of time available.
Trinity had already contacted
CCI last winter regarding the pos-

sibility of housing students during the 2007-2008 and 2008-2009
academic years, when 190 students will be forced off-campus
due to the closure of Jarvis and
Seabury for repair and renovation. "Late this spring it became
apparent that a similar housing
need arose for this 2006-2007
year, resulting from the high
number of freshmen enrollments," said Trinity's Director of
Business Operations, Alan Sauer.
"Our discussions with CCI took
on new importance and urgency.
The confluence of currently available space at CCI and Trinity's
need produced a fortuitous set of
circumstances." CCI
decided
that there was room available this
year, and has given Trinity exclusive use of the sixth floor to
house its students.
The CCI is a former luxury
hotel built by Aetna that is located 1.4 miles away from campus,
on the corner of Farmington
Avenue and Sigourney Street. It
includes an indoor basketball
court, a 3,500 square-foot fitness
center, and a restaurant that is
staffed by the culinary students.
Most of the rooms at the CCI
are doubles complete with airconditioning, private bathrooms,

Sam Lin
The former Hastings Hotel (now a dormitory for the Connecticut Culinary Institute) will house 40 Trin students this year.

desks, and chairs. Each room also
contains a cable television and
wireless internet access. The sixth
floor has two lounges, an ice
machine, and laundry facilities
for residents to use.
Early feedback from residents
at the CCI has been mixed. "I do
enjoy the accommodations here,"

said Jordan Fisher '08, an RA at
the CCI who chose to live there
because he wanted to experience
life off-campus. Fisher explained
that Trinity administrators—especially DeBaun, Dean of Students
Fred Alford, and Campus Safety
officers—have been very helpful
in addressing students' needs at

the CCI.
William Mannen '09 said that
being a mile away from campus is
a bit discouraging, but "the
amenities have been a compensation" and "everything you could
ask for."
see TRINITY on page 4

Irin 'Hearts' Hartford on Do It Day Too Soon for Stone's
World Trade Center?
ByGRIHASINGLA

ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR

"Where do you like to do
it?" was last year's motto. This
year, the T-shirts proclaimed, ''I
heart Hartford." From pulling
weeds to painting, from raking
to scrubbing, Saturday afternoon saw Hartford filled with
Trinity volunteers, ready to Do
It.
"I chose to be a part of Do
It Day because I thought it
would be a good way to see
Hartford, do community service
and meet new people," commented Ben Elkin '10, waiting
for the day's activities to begin.
Each year, the number of
participants in Do It Day
increases. This year more than
500 students participated, an
impressive increase compared to
last year's 450. Kat West '07, cocoordinator of this year's Do It
Day, explained why the event is
so important: "There's a good
chance that you can go through
your four years at Trinity without going into Hartford. I think
people want to be involved [in
the community], but need a program that will help them reach
city organizations.
After an
experience like Do It Day, students can continue relationships
with these groups." In many
cases, students do choose to
return to previous volunteer
sites because of their past positive experience.
This year, fifty-seven organizations participated in Do It
Day, all dedicated to helping cit-

By KATY NOLIN
MANAGING EDITOR

It has been five years and a
day since 9/11, and this recent
year has brought forth a number
of films dedicated to the tragedy,
ranging from small documentaries to made-for-TV movies to
big blockbusters. Oliver Stone's
World Trade Center is the latest
such film, and it tells the story of
two Port Authority officers, John
McLoughlin (Nicholas Cage) and
William Jimeno (Michael Pefia),
who were among the last to be
Edwin C. Pratt rescued from the wreckage. The
This is a caption about the photo above it. This is a caption about the photo film labels itself as a "true story
of courage and survival," and it is,
izens of Hartford. Some of the students. "We look forward to undoubtedly, a moving and
groups
included
the them coming every year. Every courageous tribute to human
However,
Connecticut Youth Forum, an time they come here it is a bless- hope and spirit.
despite the film's intrinsic worth,
organization that discusses teen ing."
issues regardless of race or sex,
Anne Walsh of The Right it is another example of
and
Greater
Hartford Place, a center dedicated to the Hollywood's insensitivity to
Association
for
Retarded care of young children from low- those who still grieve for the vicCitizens, a group that helps peo- income families, complimented tims.
It is difficult to give a film a
ple with mental retardation live Trinity students as well. "Trinity
negative review, but it is even
comfortable
lives.
The
harder when one agrees with the
see STUDENTS on page 12
Connecticut
Pride
Center,
essence of the film but not with
which had one of the largest
groups of Trinity volunteers, creates a safe zone for all Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual, Trans-gendered and Inter-sex individuals.
A Cappelia Groups
9/11: Five Years Later
One of the sites, the
Sing Strong
Chase Anderson explores how
Immaculate Conception Shelter,
our lives and our policies have
Trinity's a cappelia groups showed
a home that provides care for
changed in the five years since
off
their skills at Friday night's perthe homeless, has participated in
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
formance.
Do It Day for years. Michael
Grace, a staff member there, had
page 18
page?
nothing but praise for Trinity

its presentation. World Trade
Center focuses on a moving,
emotional, triumphant story of
survival and the indefatigable
human will. Simply having a
good story does not make for a
good film, so ultimately, Stone's
film falls short.
The film begins with a scene
of McLoughlin lying in bed
before his 3 a.m. alarm clock
sounds; his wife Donna (Maria
Bello) is awake next to him, and
so far the day seems like any
another. In the Port Authority
locker room, the audience is
introduced to Will Jimeno, and
the officers exchange typical
pleasantries. As Jimeno begins his
shift, the shadow of a plane flies
overhead, and we see other buildings shake with the force of the
unseen impact.
The Port
Authority officers arrive at the
scene moments before the second
plane crashes. Courageously,
McLoughlin leads Jimeno and
others into the building.
Suddenly the building collapses
see FIVE on page 17
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Fresh Faces
Three years ago, the
Tripod's Opinions section
could not go a week without
featuring an article about apathy. Editors, writers, and organization leaders felt regularly
moved to opine about their
peers' lack of motivation in
writing, intellectual discussion,
or participating in campus
events. A large part of my first
semester as Opinions editor
was spent thinking of synonyms for the awful sentiment
that, judging from the submissions we received, prevailed on
campus.
The class of 2010 has been
on campus for less than two
weeks and attending class for
only one. In that short period
of time, its members have distinguished themselves from
previous incoming students in
recent years in one significant
way: they have shown up.
There were several orientation events marked in the pamphlet as "required." Past orientation pamphlets have contained similar notations in

vain; even incoming students,
uncertain in a new place, were
pretty sure that anything they
were required to attend would
not necessarily be exciting.
This year, I entered the
Washington Room about fifteen minutes before Maria
Falzone presented her standup
routine about safer sex. A few
fellow first-year mentors and I
were discouraged at the huge
room, filled with row after row
of empty plastic chairs. Much
to our surprise, the room filled
steadily until the room's disappointing echo was replaced
with the buzz of a crowd.
Perhaps the incentive of
being entered in a raffle for
attending these events was the
only motivation for some attendees, and one extracurricular
event does not an involved class
make. But they kept showing
up for D.I.S.Orientation events
throughout the weekend, and
the
Activities
Fair
last
Wednesday. They showed up at
Hamlin Hall for the Freshman
A Cappella Concert until

organizers opened up the balcony for the overflow crowd.
In the academic realm, mentors and faculty who are excited
about their first-year students
have confirmed my suspicions
of greater involvement. One
mentor told me of an class that
had read a lengthy assigned text
- not so unusual, one might
hope - as well as the extensive
footnotes and the unassigned.
introduction.
There are many reasons why
this is encouraging, not the
least of which is that it's hard
to go back. There are many seniors whose experiences during
their time at Trinity have
spurred them to greater social
consciousness and involvement,
but few who graduate having
abandoned passions that captivated them when they matriculated.
All that remains is for us,
the Trinity community as a
whole, to foster this commitment to learning and involvement.
-Joanna Hecht
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ing, excited-to-be-here kids and
parents. That was the only thing
that really stuck with the president
and his wife (and their daughter):
To the Editor:
I graduated from Trinity at Trinity College, crime isn't
College in 2003. When people ask THAT bad. What a shame!
It is my understanding, and
how I liked Trin I always answer
with the same, "I loved it." Now, certainly the understanding of
I didn't love every minute of prospective families, that a tour is
Trinity. Professors weren't always supposed to be selling the school.
the role models I was expecting; We're supposed to be putting our
fellow students behaved in ways best foot forward. Showing off.
There is no doubt that crime is
that were not respectful of our situation; the campus wasn't always a problem in Hartford, and therea safe haven. But those things fore Trinity. But Trin has done a
were far outweighed by Dr. Randy lot to change its surrounding area:
Lee and Dr. Sarah Raskin and just look at the Learning Corridor.
Tutorial College and the way the Campus Safety is very visible, and
Long Walk looks coming home when I left there was a walk home
from winning a regatta. I am program set up by Crowe for peoproud of Trinity and what it rep- ple who wanted an escort across
campus at night. Trinity is in a city
resents.
I work at a hedge fund now and people should use the same
while going back to graduate caution they would in any other
school. This morning the presi- city.
Surely there is something the
dent of the fund asked how I liked
Trinity and I answered with my Admissions Office can do to preusual response. He told me that vent this sort of slip up in the
his daughter had included Trin on future. It seems like there would
her list of prospective schools, already be a practiced response,
and when the whole family went something taught to all potential
on the tour, they were amazed by tour guides about how to answer
(if someone asks!) about crime on
the beautiful campus.
Then they were scared off by campus.
their tour guide. Apparently the
Trinity is too good of a place,
student guide offered (wasn't with too much going on, to lose
asked!) an informal tidbit about out on more greatness, on new
Trinity's crime rate. The guide students, because of a disproporsaid, "And the crime isn't as bad tionate fear of our campus.
when the students are here."
Goodbye prospective stuEMILY McCORT
dents. Goodbye intelligent, willCLASS OF 2003
The

Tripod Mini-Feed

On a scale of closed dorms to
care packages full of home-made cookies*
*with resident-only card-access being a 1, and
delicious, love-filled baked goodies being a 10

non-Au Bon Pain soup at the Bistro: 1
Mini-Feed has to find a new highlight of her week
now that the corn chowder is a weird grayish color.
new "cordoned-off area" for21-plus-ers at
campus events: 9
MF especially liked the chandeliers in the new 21 +
tent at the Welcome Back Party - like a classy, outdoor Tap.
super-squeaky dorm beds: 2
Does MF really need to explain to fellow Trins why
she is not a fan?
even more healthy options at the Cave: 6
MF lives on french fries and coffee, but she understands that other people might enjoy this.
Starbucks coffee on campus: 7
As mentioned above, MF enjoys her caffeine, especially the fair-trade option (Cafe Estima Blend, fellow caffeinated hippies). A!! that's missing are
some adorably pierced baristas.
people who cut in line: 1
MF knows that you really want that Bistro wrap,
package from the mail truck, or Peter B's espresso,
but so do the five people in line, now behind you.
MF suggests watching Barney re-runs if you need a
waiting-your-turri refresher.
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Community Sports Complex Projected to Open this December
By ANITA KOMUVES
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
The new home of the Trinity
hockey team is slated to open by
this December, according to
College administrators. The
venue, to be called the
Community Sports Complex,
will also be open to the
Hartford community for skating
and hockey. Located at the corner of Broad Street and New
Britain, about a five minute walk
from Ferris Athletic Center, the
Complex will be the College's
first hockey rink.
Steady progress has been
made over the summer. The
majority of the Complex's walls
have been painted, its grandstand, able to seat 1,500 spectators, has been constructed, and
most of its lamps have been
installed. Yet much work
remains to prepare for opening
day, slated to take place some
time between mid November
and mid December, said Ronald
Joyce, Vice President for College
Advancement. Cement has just
been poured into thelobby, and
the netting that protects spectators and windows from flying
pucks has yet to be installed.
"The ice making machine will
arrive in a month," said men's
hockey coach John Dunham.
"We are in the final phase of
fund-raising," says Joyce. "The

target is $2 million more by the
end of December. Dedication
will take place in December,
most probably at the trustee
meeting," he added.
There is an anonymous
donor who gave a substantial
gift for the construction of the
CSC, but Joyce said the name of
the building is not yet decided.
"We offer the opportunity to
the donor for selecting the
name" he said.
Administrators agree that the
new hockey rink will make training conditions for both the
men's and women's teams significantly better and more effective.
"Our men's team has gone
through a lot of pain and inconvenience," explained Dunham.
Since its establishment the team
has faced the difficulties of not
having an ice rink on campus,
often training until ten or eleven
in the evening at Kingswood
Oxford prep school in West
Hartford. The Complex will
make practices much more convenient.
"The rink where we train is a
ten minute drive from Trinity,
and we'll be there late at night.
It's tough when you have to
practice at 10 p.m.," says hockey
team captain Greg Camarco '07.
"I feel that, the new CSC
project is going to greatly
enhance the academic and athletic community here at Trinity,"

Sam Lin
The Community Sports Complex at New Britain and Broad Street The building is nearing completion and is scheduled to
open in December of this year. The CSC will host Trinity's hockey teams as well as Hartford community events.

explained Ryan Masucci '09, a
member of the men's varsity
team."
"Having an arena so close to
campus will be much more convenient seeing as how our commute to our former facility
became a burden at times," he
added.
He also noted that the
Complex's proximity is likely to
help players with their studies:
"We can spend more time focusing on our academics and train-

Crimes CaU For Increased Vigilance
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR

confident in the college and
Campus Safety if there is a good
After several incidents of sense of visibility."
crime this summer at Trinity,
The changes come after the
Campus Safety is now expand- addition of two new zones to
ing its patrol area and increasing Trinity's campus.
its visibility on Trinity.
"We have to be very vigilant
"It's always your goal to and make sure there's nobody
increase visibility," Associate causing any trouble down at the
Director of Campus Safety new community rink, and also
Christopher
Lyons
said. that there's no problems over at
"Visibility stops all sorts of the
Connecticut
Culinary
problems. Residents are more -Institute, because those kids are
; : ; off-campus, basiw _^i;
cally,"
Lyons
said.
The CCI is
housing
42
Trinity students^
Campus Safety
now has two
men on bicycles
Upatrolling
the
area, as well as
] walking patrols
inside the sixth
floor where the
students
are
housed.
"We have to
provide a sense
that [those students] belong to
the
campus,"
Lyons said.
The changes
are also being
made after several crimes w?re
reported over the
Edwin C. Pratt summer break.
The Pi Kappa Alpha house experienced a break-in.
Two such inci-

dents happened at the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity house.
"We had someone living in
the house over the summer and
some of [his] stuff was taken,"
senior Pike President Chris
Giacolone said. "We believe it
was through a window or something that was not locked. In
one incident, his laptop kind of
disappeared. In another incident, they were very, very close
to each other, he came into the
house and kind of heard someone rustling around, so the
police were called and basically
they came and almost all of the
stuff was recovered."
The student, a sophomore,
was held at gunpoint when he
interrupted the burglary.
"The resident was very
lucky," Lyons said. "And we got
all his stuff back, but we just
didn't identify the accused man.
That's still being investigated.
There are a couple of real good
detectives at the Hartford Police
Department working on it and
they will keep providing a suspect list to us and we'll talk to
the victim and see."
After the incident took place,
Pike assessed its security situation and made some changes.
"We looked at it and we saw
there were some security issues
so we took care of those as far as
reinforcing door jam locks and
window locks and stuff like
see CAMPUS on page 5

ing as practice times will be
more fitting to our busy schedule, both as athletes and as students," he said.
"On the other hand, the
atmosphere for our games will
be that much more exciting as
the arena is so much more
accessible to the student body
and faculty," Masucci explained.
Camarco hopes playing at
CSC will allow more students to
come and support them: "There
are loyal fans who come to see

us in the other rinks. But a lot
of people don't come, because it
is kind of a hassle," he said.
According to both the coach
and the captain, not only will
playing at CSC help to build a
bigger fan base for the teams,
but it will also recruit better athletes in the future. "Better players with better grades go to
schools with the better facilities," said Dunham.
see HOCKEY on page 6

Fundraising On Track
With Latest Campaign
alumni to participate- jump 10
points in a year- how we go over
a goal that I had already raised
Trinity College was able to by half of a million dollars and
raise over $25 million dollars in they raise half a million dollars
funds through three new more than the goal. And then
fundraising challenges launched the seniors come in at 97 perlast year targeting alumni, par- cent! I don't know how any of
that happened."
ents, and students.
Formerly among the bottom
The $25-plus million in
four in the NESCAC for alumni funds that were generated will
participation,
help cover the
Trinity has now
$7.2
million
"It was miraculous...I needed for the
soared to the
nation's top 10
Annual
Fund,
don't know how any
in alumni particimaking
possible
of that happened."
pation, one of
the construction
the only schools
of
the
new
in history to do - President Jimmy Jones
Community
so m just one
Sports Complex
year. Alumni participation on campus, and contributing to
increased by ten percentage the endowment.
points to 55 percent. In addiHowever, the reconstruction
tion, roughly 1,600 parents have of Jarvis and Seabury has yet to
donated, of which over a third be addressed. Joyce assured that
were new contributors, and 97 although no funds from the
percent of the senior class con- challenge will help finance the
tributed last year.
Jarvis and Seabury reconstruc"Don't ask me how he pulled tion, there is a plan of action
it - off," said President Jimmy being considered to address the
Jones when asked about the suc- issue.
cess of the fundraising programs
"We will go out and raise
led by Ronald Joyce, Vice money for the renovation of
President
of
College Jarvis and Seabury and the colAdvancement. "It was miracu- lege will use other resources to
lous! I get asked questions all help pay for it," said Joyce. "The
the time by my peers all over the Jarvis and Seabury renovation is
country how this occurred and
how we got 55 percent of the
see DEBT on page 5
By JENNIFER ABAJALON
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
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Trinity Deals With Housing Overflow Quest '06 Brings Class
Together in Wilderness
continued from page 1

expect to find in downtown student insisted that "I would recManhattan, not Hartford, and are ommend [living here] to anyone as
Wffliam Mannen '09 said that much too expensive for college long as the transportation system
being a mile away from campus is students to afford.
is fixed." Trinity administrators are i
participating in Quest; there is no
By SARAH GARDINER
a bit discouraging, but "the ameniSafety at the CGI is top-notch, working on making the shuttle
'typical' Quest student. According
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
ties have been a compensation" according
to
service more conto Miller, as the program has dou"The Office of
and "everything you could ask administrators and
Fifty-one Trinity students spent bled in size, it has also doubled in
sistent and stress
for." One of the perks of living at students. The CGI
Campus Life has
that everyone is nineteen days in Killamey diversity. "We had students from
the CGI is having five meals a is staffed by its own
doing all they can Provincial Park in the Canadian LA...three from Nepal," he
done a very good
week to use at the restaurant that 24-hour
security
to make the CGI wilderness this pastjob trying to anticithe culinary students operate. personnel
and
experience run as August participating in
pate the needs of
Many Trinity students have said Trinity's Campus
smoothly as possi- a program called Quest
the CGI students..."
that the food there is delicious.
Safety
officers
This year's group was
ble.
According to Alford, some of patrol the facility
"[The Office twice the size of previthe more common concerns stu- on a daily basis.
of Campus Life] ous years' due to extra
- Dean of Students
dents living at the CGI have
Some of the
has
done a very funding provided by;
Frederick Alford
involved being removed from "the inconveniences of
good job trying to Trinity's Board
warp and woof of campus life at living at the CGI
anticipate
the Fellows. Quest is a proTrinity, perceptions about safety, include having to wait for a shuttle needs of the CGI students, but as gram designed to ease
and the high cost of parking" at every time a student needs to go to this is new territory for all of us it the transition from high
the facility. Indeed, one student liv- and from the facility and carrying will be important to stay in touch school
to college.
ing at the CGI said that "living a day's worth of books and sup- with the students living there so Participants engage in
here is isolated and the activities plies when one leaves. Many stu- we can identify and fix problem activities including hikand community feeling at Trinity dents living at the CGI have comareas," said Alford. "I suspect the ing, canoeing, rapis not represented here at all."
plained that the shuttle service has number of students who live in pelling, and sailing.
As Fisher noted, the parking been inconsistent, and noted that the CGI next year will be in direct
"One of the main
fees at the CGI (more than $2000 waiting on Summit Street for the proportion to the quality of the goals of the program is
per year) are what one would shuttle at night can be unsafe. One experience the students living to push participants
outside of their comfort
there this year have."
OCL has made the Bishop's zone," explained Brett
Lounge in Mather available to the Jackson '09, who particstudents living at the CGI and ipated in Quest as a
have provided them with lockers freshmen and returned
to store their belongings during this year as a group
leader. "Probably the scariest thing
the day.
Chuck Pratt
DeBaun
credits
Susan I've ever done in my life was go up Quest participant Roger Breum '10
Salisbury with helping her prepare on the topsail mast," said Chamae
the CGI for Trinity students over Munroe '10, when asked if Quest explained. "We saw sort of every
the summer and promises to do did indeed stretch her limits. type of body shape. We saw every
everything she can to help make "[Quest] seemed like something I level of experience with wilderthe situation as stress-free as possi- wouldn't normally do," comment- ness/outdoor things..<A number of
ble for everyone involved. "I have ed Sam Bodian '10, another fresh- people, maybe even close to half,
always been and remain empathet- men participant.
had never done
ic and apologetic that there are no
The
reason
something
like
longer enough spaces on campus behind
the
this."
"It really taught me
to accommodate all our students," intense (and at
Although
said DeBaun.
more about myself,
times frightening)
Quest is physically
"This is something that is nature of Quest is
demanding, particwhat I'm capable of
beyond my control, but I will con- simple: growth.
ipants
agree that is
doing."
tinue to try to make this the best "The best part is
mostly a mental
Edwin C. Pratt
The Hastings Hotel on Sigoumey Street, is home of the Connecticut Culinary
experience possible for those always watching
battle. "If you get
Institute and 40 Trinity students this year.
the
personal - Scott Baumgartner '07_ it in your head
affected," she said.'
growth that takes
that you want to
place," says Andy
do something and
Miller, Quest's program director. "I you can do something, then you
ByANJAMILDE
the
Connecticut
Culinary of 2400. Applicants average think [Quest] taught me to be certainly can/" said Baumgartner.
NEWS CONTRIBUTOR
Institute building. Jordan Fisher score on the ACT inched up to more self-reliant," said Bodain.
"Solo" is the name for the two'08, an RA in the CGI building, 28 from 27.
"It really taught me more about day culmination of the program
Loitering on the Long Walk, said, "I don't see a problem with
In what Dow states is a myself, what I'm capable of doing," and is perhaps the most mentally
crowding introductory classes, the larger class size, if the school "pilot
program"
for the said Scott Baumgartner '07, a tw> intensive* part of the program.
and jamming the Cave during can house them all. But it Financial Aid Office, the Class time Quest student leader agrees. "I During solo, participants spread
lunch hour this week are the 611 shouldn't accept them if there's of 2010 was the first to receive use what I learned on Quest every- out throughout the park. They are
students of the Class of 2010, no suitable housing on campus. merit-based scholarships in day . . . Quest has affected me in close enough to each otherto be
the largest in the history of We need more housing on cam- addition to those that are need- every area of my life."
Trinity College.
pus."
based. Those merit-based scholThere are no requirements for
see STUDENTS on page 6
are divided
into
The surprisingly large class
Of the 611 students regis- arships
has left Trinity students wonder- tered in the class of 2010, 315 are Presidential and Summit grants.
Scholars
and
ing how the inflated class size men and 296 are women. The Presidential
occurred.
previous year, the class of 2009 Summit Scholars were chosen
"The entire number of stu- had a total number of 557 fresh- by the Faculty Committee on
dents enrolled in a new class is men with 285 men and 290 Admissions and Financial Aid
with the
Early
admissions in cooperation
always subject to change," women.
Admissions
and
Financial
Aid
accounted
for
250
acceptances
explained Larry Dow, Dean of
Offices.
Applicants
for
admisin
the
freshman
class,
compared
Admissions and Financial Aid.
sion to the College possessing
In order to arrive at the proper to 235 in the Class of '09.
freshman
class
size,
the
There are 135 students, of exceptional academic strengths
Admissions Office predicts what color,
including
Native were chosen by the Faculty
percentage of accepted students Americans, African Americans, Committee to receive merit
will matriculate at the College. Hispanics/Latinos, and Asian scholarships of full tuition
This year, Admissions reported, Americans-in the Class of 2010, (Presidential) or half tuition
its yield rose to 27 percent, rais- 22 percent overall, an also iden- (Summit). In the entering class
ing the freshman class above tical proportion compared to of 2010, there are 15 students
receiving a Presidential scholaranticipated enrollment.
the Class of 2010.
The unexpectedly large class
The freshman class was ship and two students receiving
has caused an overflow in hous- Trinity's first to be impacted by a Summit scholarship.
ing, placing some freshmen in the new SAT grading system.
Dow says 35 percent of this
the typically upperclassmen The freshmen averaged a 646 on year's freshmen class received
dorms of Cook and Goodwin- their verbal section, 654 on need-based financial aid, comEdwin G. Pratt
Woodward, and thereby forcing math, and 642 for writing, a pared to 36 percent the previParticipants
iii
Quest
'06
pose
for
a
hilltop
snapshot
in
Killarney
Provincial
Park
upperclassmen off campus into cumulative average of 1942 out ous year.
in the Canadian wilderness.

Largest Class in Trin History Arrives
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Campus Safety Expands Visibility
continued from page 3

Safety's efforts.
"I think Campus Safety is a
that," Giacolone said. "My per- viable presence. I see them all
sonal belief is that that kind of the time," freshman Jeremy
stuff tends to happen' in the Rogoff said.
summer. It was very unfortunate
His fellow classmate agrees.
that it happened,
"I think the
"Visibility stops all sorts determination
but we took care
of problems. Residents
of it and we feel
and
voracity
that the house is
with
. which
are more confident in
generally safe. I
Campus Safety
the college and
think Campus
works is amazCampus Safety if there
Safety did as
ing," said Harry
is a good sense of
much as they
Pike '10. "I even
visibility."
could. I don't
think they listen
think it's necesto 'Eye of the
sarily indicative -Associate Director of
Tiger' .on their
of compromised
iPods."
Campus Safety
safety of either
On the other
Christopher Lyons
the house or the
hand, other stucampus."
dents have disIn addition to the two inci- senting opinions and concerns
dents at Pike, there was a burgla- about the quality and effectivery at the Ogilby Shed.
ness of Campus Safety.
"The Campus Safety guys
"They don't do much [and]
chased the suspect way off cam- seem to be kind of lazy," said
pus and they caught him. They Kinza Elahi '09, who worked at
did a great job on that," Lyons Campus Safety last year and
said.
questions their work ethic. "The
Two teenagers were also other day people were exploding
caught slashing tires in the back fireworks and [Campus Safety]
of a parking lot on campus, but came and just got out of their
they, too, were caught^
car instead of trying to find out
"We had a good summer for who the people were before they
crime, and there weren't that scattered. It seems like they don't
many incidents. Mostly when have the skills a police officer
people did it, we caught them. would."
Campus Safety attributes
We're doing a good job in that
much of-their success to their
respect," Lyons said.
Even those students who close work with the Hartford
have only been here for two Police Department.
"We work great with the
weeks now have noticed Campus

cops. They're very concerned
about Trinity. They patrol the
area as part o£ their daily routine. We have a good working
relationship with all of the officers," Lyons said. "You can come
in here anytime, day or night,
and you might see a police officer doing paperwork here or just
finding out what's happening on
the campus. We're pretty fortunate that Charlie Morris
[Director of Campus Safety] and
I both here are retired Hartford
cops. It helps out a lot. They
come in to see us, and all the
commanders make Trinity a priority."
Lyons claims that many people think of committing crimesv
on the Trinity campus but don't
due to the fact that Campus
Safety is constantly out in the
open with everyone seeing them
in plain view.
"We're going to continue to
work as hard as we can to keep
our residents safe. It's our most
important job — keep everybody
in the Trinity community safe,"
Lyons said.
"Everybody in this department [works] long hours to
make sure that happens. We
can't prevent everything, but we
can investigate everything," he
said.
"The staffs pretty dedicated.
We want to make sure everybody's safe. It's a job that has to
be done 24 hours a day, seven
days a week."

Campus Safety Report
The following events took
place between Sept. 4 and
Sept. 10 on campus:

room entry code, and was
attempting to break into his
own room through the window.

SEPT. 4
Officers responded to a report
of an injured student at the
Hansen residence hall encountered a student who had
tripped and bumped his head
on an outside light pole. The
student was found to be uninjured and required no medical
treatment
SEPT. 5
Officers responding to a fire
alarm in the Stowe residence
hall discovered that the alarm
had been caused by students
who had burned some pretzels. No property damage
resulted from this incident.

Officers responded to the
Wiggins residence hall in '
response to a report of a sick
student Upon arrival, TCERT
EMTs found the student to be
suffering from extreme intoxication, and the student was
transported to Hartford
Hospital for further treatment
Officers responding to a report
of a motor vehicle break-in
encountered a suspect while in
the act of breaking into a car.
The suspect was pursued by
Campus Safety officers and
HPD until he was captured and arrested in the neighborhood north of the college.
SEPT. 10

SEPT. 9
Officers responding to a complaint from an RA entered a
room in Jarvis Hall and
encountered several students
playing beer pong and several
underage students consuming
alcohol. A beer pong table was
confiscated by Campus Safety,
along with several bottles of
alcohol, and several six-packs
of beer.
Officers responding to a
report of a suspicious person
at the Hansen residence hail at
4:45 a.m. encountered a student who had forgotten his

An employee of the development office reported two suspects attempting to steal a
computer from the office in
Williams and Downes. The
suspects were pursued by
Campus Safety and HPD, but
eluded capture.
Officers responding to a fire
alarm in the Elton residence
hall observed several bottles of
alcohol in a room occupied by
students under the age of 21.
The alcohol was confiscated,
and a report was submitted to
the Office of the Dean of
Students.

Clouds Success of $25 Million Fundraising Initiatives
continued from page 3
approximately a $29 million
bill. We'!! raise between six and
eight million dollars from
donors and the rest will be
financed from other college
resources."
As for future fundraising
programs, there is much in
store. Joyce said there are plans
to raise $7.5 million for the
Annual Fund and there is a campaign in progress at the moment
that aims to raise $300 million
over the next six years.
Additionally, there is . an
anonymous donor who is willing to contribute one million
dollars each year if Trinity continues to increase its alumni participation by at least one percent. The benefactor has also
agreed to provide Trinity with
another five million if Trinity
reaches 60 percent in alumni
participation or manages to
rank first in the NESCAC for
alumni 'participation. At this
point, Trinity is trailing behind
Amherst at 62 percent and
Williams at 61 percent.
Joyce credits Jocelyn Kane,
Director of Annual Giving, and
her team from the Development
Office for being responsible for
all the work required to make
the 1-2 challenge successful.
"They had this enormous goal to get to 55 percent - which was
a lot of pressure. Now a new
donor comes along and says
'well 55 was great but 56 is
where you'll get your next

bonus.' So, in a sense, they
never get a break but I just want
to make sure Ms. Kane is credited," Joyce said.
Despite the favorable outcome of this fundraising movement and its anticipated continuance, some on campus will not
ignore the fact that the college
is still about $130 million in
debt.
"Ron Joyce is really doing a
good job - he's a great fella but we're still in trouble,"
remarked Sociology professor
Johnny Williams. "The numbers
don't add up. The money we
claimed to raise is probably only
about enough to cover the interest on the debt let alone paying
it down at all."
Williams also went on to say
that due to the debt crisis,
Trinity's selectivity has gone
down and is admitting students
not necessarily based on academic credentials but on ability
to pay. He also remarked on the
low financial aid rate here at
Trinity as compared with its sister schools.
In • response to the issue of
debt at Trinity, Joyce remarked
that "debt does so many positive
things" including the renovation, construction and expansion of several facilities on campus. He said that although $130
million of debt is nothing to be
proud of, Trinity is certainly not
the worst in the nation for debt,
as Middlebury College has $260
million in debt. He continued
to say that he and the entire

administration are working to
lessen that debt by any means
that they can.
In response to the low rate
of financial aid recipients —
about 38 percent of the student
body — Joyce said that he hopes
to raise that percentage about
10 points, which is closer to the
rate that Trinity's peers possess.
In fact, the whole campaign that
is in effect this year and the
plans that have been in effect
for the past few years have been
specifically designed to counteract the very issues Williams had
mentioned.
Despite the success of the
one: two challenge, students are
skeptical of the administration's
fiscal management.
"They should be .more productive with the money. They
waste a lot of money on issues
that don't seem as important.
First of all, there shouldn't be
so many people living off campus involuntarily" remarked
Ayesha Abdullah '09.
Other students, however,
hope the administration will
make good use of the generated
funds.
"I think it should definitely
go to scholarships and financial
aid. They should build a student
center" suggested Elyse Singer,
'09.
Although students remain
doubtful of the future, it is certain that the outcome has only
set the standard for future
endeavors.

Financial Scoreboard
z! 3 million dollars raised by the 1,2
Challenge
y / percent Class of 2006 participation
I ^ u U U parents donated
33 percent of parents donated for
the first time
3 tj percent alumni participation
7mJL million dollars needed for the
Alumni Fund
million dollars planned to be
raised over the next six years
I 3%J million dollars of Trinity's
debt
A u U million dollars indebted by
Middlebury
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September 11: Are We
Safer Five Years Later
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We Need Activism - Not Partisanship
ByJOETARZI
OPINIONS EDITOR

them, to move to Australia and
watch as the United States collapses into some Christianofascist reincarnation of the Soviet Union with
a small ruling elite lording over
mindless peasants. Is it really so
hard for us to accept that we may
be heading there? (The nation did
nearly collapse into communism
during the Great Depression.) In
name, of course, the United States
will always maintain its sacred
democracy, but it seems that in
this day and age, it is only the
word, not the actual form, that is
sacred to us. It seems that as longas we keep calling ourselves a
democracy it doesn't matter how
many democratic freedoms are
rescinded; to which I say, to bor-

row a phrase, don't piss on my leg
and tell rne it's raining. The same
is true of the Constitution today,
it's an old moldy piece of paper
that the Bush administration
claims to hold sacred while ignoring any of the tenets it doesn't like.
But I'm not going to "cut and
run" as our beloved propaganda
minister Karl Rove and others like
to put it. Our country is in danger of following the same pattern
as the Roman Republic over two
millennia ago, collapsing from a
democracy to an empire to the
cheers of the masses in the background.
We're not there yet
though; as far as we have regressed

Rumsfeld and Dick Cheney both
"If you don't like America, well
predicted it would last "weeks, then you can get out!" - It's a
not months." (It is perhaps note- phrase so-ofien uttered in the new
Yesterday marked the five-year worthy that I found that cited in world order. It used to be said
anniversary of September 11, a USA Today article that was only by people with more fingers
2001. Over the past half-decade already questioning the adminis- than teeth (for those of you who
our nation has been engaged in a tration's credibility in April fall into that category, that's ten),
self-declared wax on terror. So, do 2003.) The war began in March, but more and more often that
we feel any safer?
and that May - well over three phrase, or similar propaganda, is
The question hardly entered years ago - the Bush administra- being spouted by soccer moms,
my mind as I passed through tion announced "mission accom- firat boys and other so-called norsecurity gates to embark on my plished," declaring an end to the mal people. For a very long time
journey back to campus this need for major military opera- I tried to dismiss talk as the rantiterm, nor did it on the cross- tions in Iraq. Six months later, ng of idiots and sheep, but the
country red-eye flight. What did on Dec. 13, Saddam Hussein - cries of the idiots are getting hardgo through my head was a comic admittedly a guy the world is er to ignore.
Part of me wants to listen to
that appeared in newspapers probably better off without - was
see DON'T on page 9
shortly after the scare in the U.K. finally captured by U.S. forces.
While I do not remember the
The exact monetary cost of
exact text, the comic showed the Iraq war to date is difficult to
stereotypical Muslin terrorists in determine reliably, but one antian exchange on
war Web site estiWhen I boarded my
how best to exemates $312 bilcute their next
lion and rising.
Right in Seattle, no
attack:
Based on approliquids were in my
priations reportbag, but I did carry
ed elsewhere, this
"We're
the
my laptop and iPod,
seems as good a
new breed of terfigure as any. So
either of which could
rorists. Enough
today, hundreds
with the plans to
presumably hold an
of billions of dolkill a few hunexplosive device.
lars
later, we're
dred Americans Where
then,
is
the
"staying
the
- we'll inconvenlogic
preventing
my
course."
And
ience millions of
today, five years
them
instead.
Tylenol gel caps or
later,
I still don't
What are the
other such things?
know
exactly
most ridiculous
bomb ingredients you can think what course that is.
of?"
Five years later, we still have
"Umm ... how about hair gel not captured Osama bin Laden,
the man allegedly responsible for
and an iPod?"
the 9/11 attacks. President Bush
Following the Aug. 10 arrest has reasoned that he has been
of 24 alleged conspirators in a driven into the caves, with his
plot to blow up flights headed key- operatives killed or driven
across the Atlantic, Britain has off with him. But meanwhile the
imposed strict carry-on regula- New York Times - in a fronttions and the U.S. has banned all page story with accompanying
liquids - including most medi- two-page spread - reported last
he is not playing against the and picks some blue-eyed bozo
By KATE GRELLE
cines, toiletries, and "foods con- week on the rise of the Taliban
"Ken Jennings" of politics. All to take my place?!" What he
STAFF WRITER
taining water." Immediately after, again in Afghanistan, with a sudit would take is a bad wager on undoubtedly doesn't acknowltourists and other travelers threw den surge in particularly violent
In March, when successful Lamont's part or a brilliant edge is that he has not been
out their expensive perfumes and deaths. Lackluster aid in the businessman and rookie politi- strategic move for Lieberman betrayed - he lost the primary
has left
hopeful cian Ned Lamont announced his clinch the Senate seat, this fall."
cases of wine at the gates. When country
due to his own acts of betrayal.
I boarded my flight in Seattle, no Afghanis hanging dry and left a intention to run against Sen.
Lieberman
is
not
a
In
keeping
with
the
liquids were in my bag, but I did new hole for terrorist regimes to Joseph I. Lieberman, initial reac- "Jeopardy"
Democrat,
nor
has
he
been
for
analogy,
Alan
carry my laptop and iPod, either come into power. While the U.S. tions ranged from incredulous Schlesinger, the Republican can- quite some time. That being the
of which could presumably hold was distracted with the mess in to patronizing. Though many didate, is so far in the hole at case, he is fortunate that it's
an explosive device. Where, then, Iraq, it missed a key opportunity resident Democrats, including this point, that he would have taken his constituency this long
is the logic preventing my to gain allies in the Middle East. me, were less than thrilled with to provide every correct ques- to get rid of him. Should there
Tylenol gel caps or other such Little effort has gone into main- Lieberman's performance, par- tion in "Double
be any doubt of
taining the comparatively posi- ticularly since the onset of the Jeopardy"
things?
his questionable
to
Rather than concede
Democratic creAllegedly, the Transportation tive reception in Afghani cities war in Iraq, the odds of unseat- have even the
to Lamont and step
dentials, consider
Security Administration knows like Lashkar Gah, called "Little ing such a political behemoth slightest chance
down gracefully,
the following:
of victory. Oh,
what it's doing. Still, it is hard America" for its American-spon- seemed slim to none.
Lieberman has decided
not to wonder if the comic sored developments. When the
A December
Yet, on Aug. 12, the unthink- right, let's not
might have more intelligence war rolled through, the Taliban able "occurred in the "Land of forget the Green
to leave the
2001 article in
than the very agency assigned to fighters reportedly found safety Steady Habits." As was reported Party candidate
The San Jose
Democratic Party and
protect us. This is especially true in nearby Pakistan. Now they're by every major media outlet ... What's his
Mercury
News
run as an
in light of the Sept. 3 New York back, bringing violence with across the country, Ned Lamont name
revealed
that
the
again.'
independent.
Times article describing TSA's them.
A m e r i c a n
succeeded-in beating Lieberman A n y o n e ?
This is one of the more dis- in the state Democratic Primary. Anyone?
various blunders, noting that
Council
of
"the federal government has turbing aspects of the war. Like Connecticut's Democrats had,
Rather than concede to Trustees and Alumni had
been unable to move bomb- in the Red Scare and the war in in essence, said "No" to "Joe." Lamont and step down graceful- released
a
report
titled
detection technologies from the Vietnam, the U.S. is conducting .(OK, I admit, the "No Joe" slo- ly, Lieberman has decided to "Defending Civilization: How
laboratory to the airport success- a lengthy mission to impose gan has been a bit overused, but leave the Democratic Party and Our Universities Are Failing
fully." The four-year research democracy through force. In any it's so catchy!)
According to the
run as an Independent. One America."
effort alone has reportedly cost situation this is contrary to the
article,
"The
report documents
Though Lamont won the pri- can't help but wonder if part of
very nature of democracy, but in mary, he is by no means assured his motivation for doing so is 117 campus incidents as 'evi$450 million.
That figure, of course, does Iraq the warring factions and the of a victory in November. As spite.
Perhaps his reasoning dence' of anti-Americanism.
not include the War on Terror ability of insurgents to blend on "Jeopardy", the stakes are runs something along the lilies More than 40 professors are
itself. Prior to the start of the war
higher in the second round. of, "After all I've done for this
see VOTERS on page 9
on Iraq in 2003, Donald
Lieberman may be behind, but State, my own party ousts me
see BUSH'S oh page 8
By CHASE ANDERSON
SENIOR. EDITOR

Connecticut Dems Say. "No" to ccJoe"
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Jones
Dear Jimmy.• e President
Answers
Students'
Questions

What plans are now in place
for the housing situation at
Trinity?
Our strategic thinking about
housing found, first, its impetus in
the present state of Jarvis and
Seabury. A little more than a year
ago, Vice President Reese told me
that we had a problem with the
roofs of both buildings. When I
presented the situation to the
trustees of the College, I first told
them that their trustee predecessors in the early 1870s had certainly gotten their money's worth out
of the investment in those stunning buildings since the slate was supposed to last for 50 years and, by the time the College realized the
extent of the difficulties, it was 130 years later.
But, the extent of the roof problem brought us logically to the
conclusion that we would have to take the buildings off line for
some 15 months (basically from the day after Commencement this
coming May until mid-August 2008, when the renovations will be
completed). Our plan, worked out carefully with Vice President
Reese, Vice President Russo, and Director of Physical Facilities Sally
Katz, is to use the former CPTV building (now rechristened the
Trinity Commons) as swing space for faculty and staff now in either
Seabury or jarvis. The Trinity Commons work is on schedule and
will result in a wonderful new facility for our dance studios and eventually for some one hundred offices to come on line as we move
through our facilities plan.
With Jarvis off line for the 2007-2008 academic year, we had to
have some space for the students who now live there. Vice President
Reese, Sally Katz, and their staffs did their due diligence and entered
into a contractual agreement with the Connecticut Culinary
Institute, housed in the former Hastings Hotel on Sigoumey Street.
We originally knew, in the mid-winter of 2005-2006, that we needed
to have a contingency plan for the 2007-2008 academic year when
both Seabury and Jarvis would be off line; and the contingency plan
was to use the Trinity Commons as swing space for faculty and staff
and the former Hastings Hotel for student housing.
The former hotel has been renovated, each room has a private
bath, the fitness center is equipped with excellent machines, and the
dining facility will be run in conjunction with the Culinary Institute.
Those are the positives. The negatives are obvious. First, Trinity has
long had a tradition of housing all but a tiny percentage of students
on campus in campus housing. The Culinary Institute is not on
campus. Second, we knew that we would have a number of issues
to confront for the 2007-2008 academic year when Jarvis would be
off line for the renovations. We would need to think carefully about
shuttles day and night, we would need to be very deliberate about
security issues involved in keeping scores of students off campus,
and we would need to have contingency plans in place for those
concerns that come in from the unexpected zones of campus Hie
(such as one that has come to the fore in the last several days: how
to ensure transportation for those students who will live in the
Culinary Institute but who row on our women's team and on our
men's team, those students who have to be on the water basically at
dawn each day for practice).
And then, out of the proverbial blue came this year's surge in
our student yields. Schools from time to time experience surges in
matriculant numbers, most often for no discernable reason. Twenty
years or so ago, we had a similar experience at Washington
University. For no logical reason, all of a sudden, we had 12 percent
hi;-.her yield figures than historically had been the case. We had to
rei-f three floors of the Chase Park Plaza Hotel in downtown St.
Louis and had to run shuttles every 30 minutes or so, seven days a
week. Something very similar has occurred here at Trinity. We used
statistically valid acceptance data, but more students accepted our
individualized letters of admission here at Trinity than ever before,
causing an entering class of 612 or so instead of the planned Class
of 2010 coming in at around 560 or so. Dean Alford's operation
then had to work with Vice President Reese's staff to offer housing
options for those students, primarily in the sophomore class, who
had low lottery numbers and who would therefore have to use the
Culinary Institute space. I appreciate the time, effort, and care that
have had to go into finding solutions to a problem no one could
have foreseen. In the main, students and their families have been
understanding of the dilemmas that the huge entering class have
posed to us all.
Schools get through these unexpected surges in enrollments, as
schools get through the difficulties caused by infirm buildings-having to be taken off line. But the end will justify whatever we have
to do in the short term. The plans for the renovations will take'
Jarvis and Seabury, in large measure, back to where William Burgess
(the brilliantly talented English architect who designed the Long
Walk buildings from England, without every once setting foot in
America by the way) designed them, with the one exception's being
that the rooms for the valets will not be duplicated. Vice President
Russp, Sally Katz, and a number of others have planned for expansive common areas all throughout the academic spaces, and Dean
Alford and his colleagues in the Residential life system have done a
fine job of thinking carefully about student housing. For the hundreds of hours of hard work on the part of so many, I am grateful
indeed.
Please send any questions for President Jimmy Jones to
tnpod@t3mcoll.edu.

Political Spin Obscures Actual Issues
If you ask me if I want dessert,
and I say "I ate a lot of chicken,"
I'm not answering the question.
If you ask me if I support
women's right to choose and I say
"I don't believe in abortion," I'm
not answering the question.
These are not unrelated
answers, but they aren't complete
answers, either. They are explanations, not responses. Eating a lot
of chicken may be why you don't
want dessert, but it's only tangenrially related to the fact that your
answer is no. Not believing in
abortion - period - may explain
why you don't vote pro-choice, but
in that case, you are an anti-choice
person.
Take me, for example. I think
that abortion is wrong, and that
one human should never physically interfere with another, whether
in the womb or out. So I don't
think that the abortion debate
should be left to the woman's conscience. No, I don't believe in
choice; I am anti-choice. But I realize that people who are pro-choice
areri't so because they are actually
against life; who would be against
life? This term evokes an immediate emotional response, instead of
a well-thought-out reaction - the
way a reaction should be for a serious question like this. No matter
which side you're on for this issue,
I want you to think long and hard
about the actual issue before making that decision. So let's have a
political rhetoric-free discussion of,
well, rhetoric.

cussion away from the actual issue
and sort of trick people into siding
with us by default, because no one
wants to be anti-life. I guess, we
could call ourselves pro-fetus rights
if we want to talk about life, but
the legislation in question is about
choice. Why rearrange the debate?
Do we doubt our opinion's ability
to win support the old-fashioned
way?
Another example: the debate
about gay marriage and adoption.
I think that marriage is between a
man and a woman, and that kids
need a mother and a father to be
raised properly. But I am not going
to flip this anti-gay marriage view
and call it pro-family to sound positive, because people who support
gay rights are not doing it because
they don't believe in families.
Their view is pro-gay marriage and
adoption because they consider
that to be a working family.
Since there is disagreement
over what a family is, calling my
opinion pro-family and their's antifamily leapfrogs the debate, the
intellectual decision to be made of
who makes a family. This moves
the debate from its legislative location and relevance over to a conservative-influence-skewed place
where we imply that the other side
is evil and hates families. Even if
we think this is the case, I want
people agreeing with me because
they've actually thought long and
logically about their position, not
because they hear the label for the
position and make an emotional
snap judgment about us versus the
other side (there's that polarity I'm
talking about).

I've noticed recently a lot of
my viewpoints have taken on these
emotionally appealing, feel-good
titles that obscure my actual opinion. I see the shrewdness to this
political strategy, but I think it's at
best unnecessary and at worst
mentally
incapacitating.
Conservative opinions should
stand for themselves. It is enough
to be anti-abortion without needing to flip it to be pro-something,
especially when we portray ourselves as for something that the
other side is not actually against.
When we anti-choicers call ourselves pro-lifers, we move the dis-

This rhetorical spin in issuelabels is everywhere, and I don't
want it to go unquestioned
because it makes political positions and decisions go unexamined. Back to abortion - I'm still
against it, so I'm going to support
any restrictions we can possibly
put on it, like the Federal
Abortion Ban on mid-term abortions. But my fellow supporters of
this ban have dubbed it the "partial-birth abortion" ban ... which
sounds worse than regular abortion, to say the least. When people
went to make their political decisions they were not deciding about

By GWEN HOPKINS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

the actual issue, which is if abortions should be available in the
second trimester (the process is
exactly the same as normal abortions, there is no "birth" involved,
partial or otherwise). Now I voted
for the last act and will vote for the
next one, being proposed this year,
but I have to say it - if other people are voting for it too, I want
them to know what they're voting
on. Using propaganda and spinning the debate away from the
issue, equating the other side with
something it's not, is extremely
undemocratic. I don't want to win
support by tricking people into
mindlessly siding with us.
like last year, with the campus
debate about the library's new
card-checking system. Some people thought that instituting a system where we check ID cards in
the library meant institutionalizing
the way that we suspect some people are Hartford locals and then
are more likely to keep an eye on
them in the library (along with the
actual Hartford locals), but assume
that others are Trinity students and
trust them - in other words, institutionalizing racism and racial profiling. I'm of the opinion that if
we're paying this much for our private school, then our education is
private as well, and all the facilities
that come with it. But I recall an
article from last year's Tripod with
the wildly paranoid statement that
sharing our library with the
Hartford community is one step
away from inviting them into our
dorm rooms and our beds. This is
not the case.
I'd like to encourage everyone
to take a deep breath before engaging in further debate. If we have
good points backing our opinions,
we shouldn't have to make crazy
statements to appeal to the-emoe
tional side of people. We can give
our reasoning for our opinions,
but let's call those opinions by
their real names and stop dressing
them up like something they're
not, or like they're in opposition
to something the other side doesn't really support. This is a straw
man argument When you win an
argument against a side that does-

see EMOTIONAL on page 9

Bush's War on Terror Proves Fruitless
continued from page 7

2,460 U.S. soldiers killed in Iraq. see a bumper sticker with a big
That's a lot of families reeling American flag that says "We will
into the masses make this a par- from the news that their loved never forget." For many New
ticularly dangerous - and, per- ones were blown apart in a Yorkers and for those affected by
the tragedy, the memory of 9/11
haps, unwinnable - war. Victory Humvee.
has to come from the inside,
While funds are diverted to undoubtedly still reaches home.
which doesn't seem to be pro- support the war, our fellow As the mayor of New Orleans
noted
after
gressing well as fear and violence Americans
are
still reign among the Iraqi peo- still waiting for
Katrina,
the
city
Republicans say the
pie.
their trailers a
has yet to fix that ,
lack of attacks on
after
"hole in
the
As for safety at home, it is year
Americans
is proof
ground" of a
impossible to say. Republicans H u r r i c a n e
reminder
in
took
we're safer, while
say the lack of attacks on Katrina
L o w e r
Americans is proof that we're everything they
Democrats say Iraq is
Manhattan. This
safer, while Democrats say Iraq is had. Qur social
just an expensive disyear, two movies
just an expensive distraction services supporttraction from real
finally brought
from real threats. Trinity students ing basic things
threats.
the drama to the
and the rest of the campus com- like food, housbig
screen,
munity may be safe, for now, but ing, and medithe same isn't true for other cine continue to be inadequate despite concerns on whether or
Americans. The local news last on many levels. For the hardest not it was too soon.
Tuesday reported the third death up among us - many of whom
But with the political games,
in a week of a service member are veterans of past wars, it the blame shifting and ambigufrom Connecticut. The New should be roted - safety is all rel- ous enemies, I must pause to ask,
York Times the next day report- ative.
five years later, What exactly am
ed the nationwide death toll at
Every once in a while I still I supposed to remember?
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Don't "Cut and Run* Voters Must Oust Senator Lieberman
on a Flawed Country

public lands, and helps the to be an enemy combatant in
hydropower industry appeal the world wax on terrorism has
named, including the president environmental restrictions. One no more right to a habeas corof Wesleyan University, who sug- obscure provision would repeal pus appeal to our courts than
continued from page 7
Revolution, for example, led to the gested in an open letter that 'dis- a Depression-era law that has did a captured soldier of the
Reign of Terror and the rule of parities and injustices' in prevented consolidation of pub- Axis powers during World War
under the Bush administration, we Napoleon Bonaparte.
§,
American society and the world lic utilities, potentially trans- II." (Sigh...)
are still a democratic nation, if a
That leads us to our best can lead to hatred and violence." forming the nation's electricity
The examples above are just
•flawed one.
option: we have the arduous task Incidentally, the Council that markets," said the Washington three of Lieberman's numerous
egregious actions over the past
However, what we call the of convincing people that the sta- published the report was estab- Post's analysis.
McEnroe described the legis- few years. It seemed unnecessary
Bush administration will never tus quo is wrong. Until recently I lished in 1995 by Dick Cheney's
leave office voluntarily. Sure, in had all but given up on that, wife, Lynne ..." and Joe lation as being "loaded with dis- to mention his unwavering supgusting subsidies and perks for port for the war (though I sup2008 George Bush will no longer believing that no one who sup- Lieberman.
Colin McEnroe, WTIC-AM an energy industry that's already pose I just did). And, far more
be president, but one of his bud- ported the new world order would
dies probably will be. In reality, ever change their mind. But in radio personality and Hartford posting gluttonous profits with- importantly than any of the reaGeorge Bush is unimportant, he is recent months I have seen people Courant columnist shed some out a lot of extra help from any- sons listed above, he refused to
appear on the "Colbert Report."
a figurehead, the public face of a turn away from the neo-conserva- light on Lamont's environmen- body." Need I say more?
Last November, Lieberman (Lamont, on the other hand,
corporation of men who are run-- tive cause in droves, instilling in tal record. In a recent column,
ning this country, and we all know me a hope that things may change he quoted a Washington Post was one of five Senate appeared on the show, and even
their names: Dick Cheney, Karl with the upcoming elections. analysis of a 2005 omnibus ener- Democrats to break party and emerged from the televised interRove et. al. The fact that they There are those so far to the right, gy bill that he called "pretty vote with the Republicans on a view relatively unscathed.)
As
November
quickly
chose Georgie Boy as President is the conservative base, who are so much a clinic in what not to do bill to repeal habeas corpus
for
Guantanamo approaches, the citizens of
inconsequential, relating only to indoctrinated they will never admit about this problem," a bill that rights
detainees.
Connecticut must acknowledge
his name recognition (due to his their side is wrong. The people I Lieberman voted for.
that Lieberman no longer
"The
bill
exempts
oil
and
In
a
December
2005
Newfather) and the fact that he would was speaking of earlier, however,
deserves to represent his Blue
|
gas
industries
from
some
cleanYork
Times
article,
the
Senator
appeal to Middle America. When the frat boys and soccer moms, are
State constituency. In short,
water
laws,
streamlines
permits
explained,
"A
foreign
national
he is gone, someone else from his liable to realize some of the errors
JOE
MUST GO!
for
oil
wells
and
power
lines
on
who
is
captured
and
determined
club will step in to take his place. of the current administration.
The irony of this all is, of
The liberals, too, have to realize
course, that a bunch of rich corpo- that in order to make people realration men rode into power on the ize the mistakes of others they
shoulders of the people least likely have to realize their own mistakes.
to support them, the working For one, liberalism is not the corschmucks. It's a work of pure rect answer to everything, and a
genius really, that the Republican democrat can be just as corrupt as
party, the millionaire's party, could a republican; Buddy Cianci proved
snatch the lower middle class white that. Also, though some are,
"vote simply by espousing Christian republicans are not-inherently evil.
family values. They don't need to Rudy Giuliani and George Pataki
raise the minimum wage as long as are just two examples of some
Only one.'
they keep the gays from marrying. non-evil republicans. By advancMiddle America is so taken with ing the notion that all republicans
Danny Simon
these charlatans that they continu- are wrong and/or evil the liberals
CLASS OF 2007
ously vote against their better inter- are only defeating themselves when
"Really?"
ests. It is certainly ironic that trying to argue with less radical
these lower classes of people, as people.
Kara Carvalho
many would refer to them, are the
CLASS OF 2007
While I would argue that the
same people whom many of our current administration is one of
founding fathers sought to prevent the worst in the history of this
from voting. Mention that the country, liberals have to realize
next time someone talks about that if they were in power the
realizing the founding fathers' scrutiny would be on them in the
original intentions.
same way. Democrats are not the
'I did it with seven people, seven quality people."
So what can we do? By the innocent little sheep they have
Shazad Ahmed
time Brutus and the other senators tried to portray themselves as in
CLASS OF 2008
assassinated Caesar it was too late, the last six years and that side has
Octavian was waiting to seize to be able to recognize its own
power. Not that I am advocating faults while pointing out the many
an assassination attempt or armed faults of the current administration
insurrection - only demonstrating in order to regain power.
that we cannot wait too much
I'm not afraid to admit that I
longer to act. We are losing the lost faith in America for a little
battle and apathy is quickly spread- while, and I may again if things
ing across the nation; the majority keep going the way they're going.
"Two freshman girls and seven AD brothers."
of people either don't care what But as an American it is my duty
our government is doing or are to try to insure what I perceive to
Matt Milner
too paralyzed with fear by propa- be American way of life, no matter
CLASS OF 2009
ganda encouraging the idea that how unlikely that may seem in
any change in the status quo today's poEtical climate of secret
would lead to another terrorist incarcerations and propaganda
attack. Nor does our eventual commercials asking me if I know
action (we being those who seek how to protect my children in case
change from the Republican status of a terrorist attack (put the oxyquo) necessarily mean that our gen mask on myself or the kid "Ten people and eight were people I had never met j j j
problems are solved. The French first?).
before. Everyone felt fantastic afterward, too."
continued from page 7

Along the Long Walk

How many people did you "Do It" with
your first weekend back at Trinity?

Mia WiMn I
CLASS OF 2007

Get Emotional Rhetoric
Out of Political Debate
continued from page 8
n't exist, you've won nothing at all
- so let's stop setting up fights
against anti-lifers, anti-family-ers,
partial birth abortions, people
who want to share their beds with
the entire Hartford community,
unicorns, centaurs, and harpies.

Because they don't exist. And
that's the truth.
Well, almost the truth.
Actually, I do not hold anti-life,
anti-gay marriage, or pro-library, carding/higher-fence-building
opinions. But if I did, I would call
them that, because that is what
they are.

"None so far. I had an appointment the other day,
but she got too drunk and never called me back."

•

Chuks
CLASS OF 2010

Available at

for your entertainment"
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Mixed Feelings on Chartwells Updates One First-Year's Initial
Impression of Trin life
ByKYLEWINNICK
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Last year, I lived in the luxurious and spacious room of
Jones 320. My room's greatest
asset, aside from its cell-block
like walls and the building's
overwhelming heating system,
was its location. In terms of

.. *

„•

food services, Jones placed me
very close to both Mather and
The Cave. Like so many of my
peers, I quickly switched off the
obligatory 19 Traditional meal
plan. This gave me the opportunity to eat at The Cave, a place
where I would spend most of my
meals/dining dollars. At first, I
loved it. I probably consumed

^

ten pounds of steak within my
first week of eating there. But,
after about two weeks or so,
when I had tried every cold cut
combination and had tasted
every kind of grilled meat glued
together by melted cheese, I
grew tired of The Cave. Those
once flavorful juices now tasted
more like Styrofoam (especially
the chicken, how much drier can
you possible get?) and it was a
chore to eat. Moreover, when I
was adventurous enough to eat
at The Bistro, I found that the
choices were not drastically different from one another. To
sum up my freshmen-year culinary experience, nothing is
more distasteful as redundancy.
I am a sub man. I used to
eat so many Quizno's subs, I
would fill up those sub cards
that give you the enticing deal
of "buy ten subs and we'll give
you one for free!" Therefore,
when I saw The Cave's deli section flossed out with the
"Mondo" logo I was eager to try
a sub.
I got the ever-basic
turkey sub, only I added some
guacamole to give it a little flair.
When the Chartwells server
asked if I wanted it toasted, I was
straight gleeful. "Of course," I
replied, eager to try out the new

Sam Lin
The Cave's new Mondo subs are comparable to those available at Subway.

ByJORDYNSIMS
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
I am not one to believe very

strongly in omens. Sure, there is
something to be said for avoiding walking under a ladder or
stepping on a crack, but in my
case it's a "just to be on the safe
side" sort of measure. However
looking out the window of my
Boeing 767 at the torrential rain
pouring down was not the most
promising of sights as I arrived
in Harford last Tuesday. Exiting

the airport, four suitcases in
tow, I walked towards the rental
car shuttles. I looked down at
my flip-flop clad feet just in
time to see my right foot step
into a rather substantial puddle.
After getting our rental car,
my mother and I proceeded to
our hotel, overlooking, the
Hartford State House. We spent
the next day in a frenzy, buying
all the items we had not wanted
to ship to Trinity from my home
see WEST-COASTER on page 14

Ryan

see REVIEW on page 13

Excited First-Years meet up with new friends and relax on the quad.

Trinity Observes the Fifth Anniversary of September 11, 2001
By KRYSTAL RAMIREZ
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

four years which is a kind of
community remembrance ceremony," Heischman said.
As night settled on the fifth
The service included students
anniversary of September 11, all reading from Jewish, Christian
that visibly remained were can- and Muslim texts.
dles surrounding the Cave Patio.
"I was asked to speak by the
However, there was a sense of Muslim Chaplain, and I felt I
remembrance lingering in the air would be representing my comfor all that happened that fateful munity and faith," freshman
day five years ago.
Hina Afzal, who read from the
As President James F. Jones, Koran, said. "It was also imporJr. put it, "In a very real sense, tant to me because I grew up in
the world we inhabit changed on New York and I witnessed what
9/11. And as we commemorate happened. New York hasn't been
those whose lives ended tragically the same since."
on that infamous day, we all need
Frederick Alford, Dean of
reminding of the seriousness of Students, was a speaker as well.
the issues that begat such a hor"I think we'll all remember all
ror for us all."
our lives where we were when we
The day began at Trinity with first heard [of the events of that
an 8:30 a.m. Roman Catholic day]. I was driving to Boston, and
Mass in the Chapel with Father I don't think I'll ever forget the
Michael Dolan. The service was day," Alford said. "My own learnvery serene and holy, and includ- ing thus far has really been a
ed a special prayer for those who renewed kind of faith in the
perished in the Twin Towers, resilience of the human spirit.
Pentagon and Pennsylvania fields. The second lesson I've learned is
At noon, ecumenical prayers perhaps a little bit of humility.
were held with College Chaplain I've been humbled by my own
Dan Heischman and Terry vulnerabilities. Not just recognizMoran of the Catholic Campus ing my vulnerability to terror and
Ministry.
forces greater that are outside of
"We wanted to offer some- myself, but to my own weaknessthing around noon time for es."
some people in the community,
After
Alford's
speech,
particularly staff and faculty, who President Jimmy Jones spoke.
[could not] make the 7 p.m.
"I've been thinking the last
time," Heischman said.
several days what on earth to
The 7 p.m. Community say," he said. "Every anniversary
Observance
and
Interfaith of 9/11 I find that I cannot ever
Ceremony of September 11 was find the right words and I think
the culminating event of the day. that's because the words will
"This is a continuation of always fail us."
something that we have had for
President Jones also read a list

of the names of those from the
Trinity community who were lost
on September 11.
"I have no words, so I'm
going to leave you with some
names," he said. "They were read
by Father Dan in the Chapel.
They were read solemnly, quietly
and with great dignity. They
share Trinity with each one of
US.

A moment of silence observing those who died was held at
the end of the ceremony.
"Obviously this being the
fifth anniversary [carried] with it
a certain import, because it was
the fifth anniversary as opposed
to the last couple of years.
Somehow or another the fifth

and whom the country lost."
The Community Observance
and Interfaith Ceremony was put
together by Junior Andrew Pedro
and his quad mates as a part of
their themed housing program.
"We have been doing this sort
of thing now for five years and in
some ways there are still no set
guidelines as to what we should
be doing and what we shouldn't
be doing," Heischman said. "I
think the fifth anniversary brings
it back to us all the more that
we're really carving our paths
here and we're not entirely certain what's the best way to meet
the various different needs people have when it comes to
September 11. We're learning as
we go along and I think that is
probably pretty much true for
every college campus. I think on
the whole the college community
would say, "We've done something adequate for the occasion,'
but my experience has been that
the thing with 9/11 concerning
the anniversaries is that people
bring very, very different expectations and feelings to the day, and
so it's very hard to read what the
community truly needs on a day
like this."
As tears were slowly wiped
away as the night ended, much
more remained.
"[It was] a fitting way to
remember, but at the same time
[we must] assure ourselves that
life goes on and that we continue
and that the worse thing we
could do is to be immobilized by
Sam Lin [9/11]," Heischman said. "But
we've still got to remember."

anniversary brings it back into
proximity. This [was] a bit of a
milestone," Heischman said.
Those who attended agreed.
"I was very happy they did
this," freshman Andrew Grubin
said. "In Manhattan, where I'm
from, they have special remembrances of September 11 each
year. I'm glad they had this since
this is my first year away from
home, and especially since it's the
fifth anniversary."
His fellow classmate was of
the same opinion.
"[The ceremony] was great,"
Freshman Justin Nicholson said.
"I think it really captured everyone's feelings. It was a great way
to honor those whom Trinity lost

KM

Students attend a 9/11 memorial ceremony on the Cave Patio.
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Students Contribute to

the Hartford Community
continued from, page 1

increases their familiarity," stated Joe Barber, Director of the
students have always been help- Office of Community Service
ful and cooperative. For me to and Civil Engagement comgive up a Saturday afternoon — mented.
and I have three kids - it has to
With this Saturday's Do It
be good." The only criticism Day, the program celebrated its
that Hartford groups have eighth anniversary. In the early
vocalized in the past is that stu- '90s, Barber and a Trinity students finish the work too quick- dent began discussing the idea
ly and that there is not enough of a service day, but it was not
to do.
until two years later that the
Alison Moore '09 spent the idea came to fruition.
day at Mercy Housing and
When discussing possible
Shelter Corporation, a nonprof- names for the project, all
it homeless shelter sponsored involved were stumped. It was
by the Sisters of Mary. "Even not until Barber suggested a
though our volunteering was name he had once heard that
limited to raking the yard of the things became clear. "We had
shelter, I got to learn a little bit lots of lame names for the day,
about Hartford past," said including Community Service
Moore. "While I was working, I Day. All of a sudden I rememfound a memorial built for a bered a UConn event that used
man who dedicated his life to the name "Do It Day," and
helping the homeless. I felt everyone liked the idea. At first
honored to be able to help it was an experiment, but the
straighten up the garden around named picked up and we ran
the memorial so that others with it. It was easy to rememcould more easily admire it and ber."
read the inscription about what
One of the reasons Do It
he had done for Hartford."
Day was implemented was to rid
The Community Service the fear many students have of
Center has dedicated a large Hartford. "It's easy to avoid the
part of its time to introducing city," said Maria Stancil '07, coTrinity students to Hartford, coordinator of Do It Day. But
and vice versa. Aside from Do people need to know what a
It Day, they supervise many great resource Hartford can be.
programs including, but not"People go abroad to encounter
limited to, the Upass system, different cultures, but they can
which is subsidized by the stu- find it all in Hartford. There's a
dent government, Trinity's Boys great mix of language and culand Girls Club, Peter's Retreat, ture, and the diversity is incrediVoices Raised in Democracy, ble."
ConnPIRG, and the Big "We just want to say thank
Brother/Big Sister program.
you to everyone," said Stancil
"It is hard for people to and West. "People have been
make it into Hartford because extremely generous, from stuTrinity can be an insular com- dents volunteering and putting
munity. Do It Day demystifies up fliers to restaurants for their
Hartford for people and the last catering. We encourage people
few years of the program have to continue the relationships
been
really
incredible. they created with their organizaContact information
However, Do It Day alone does tions."
not change people's percep- can be found at Trinity's
tions of Hartford. It introduces Community Service Center on
them to one part of the city, Mather's lower level.

Edwin C. Pratt

Two students husk some corn at their Hartford Do-It Day location.

Around Trinity
Campus Safety - If You Can't
Beat 'Em, Join 'Em

If You Can't Take the Heat,
Stay Away From AT (ow!)

This past weekend, AT was witness to a
certain humorous incident involving one of
Trinity's most popular Campus Safety officers. After enforcing the law and depriving
some thirsty freshmen of their uber-cheap
thirty-rack, this civil servant was seen
throwing the illicit beverages into the trunk
of his own vehicle. This seems to hint that
the contraband confiscated by Campus
Safety each weekend does not go to waste
but instead serves as a big thank you for
the men in blue who shuttle Trinity's highheeled females around on weekends. AT
plans to crash the party next weekend and
go bottoms-up at the Campus Safety rager.

A member of AT was one of many
unfortunate and unhappy residents of
North, Elton and Wheaton who were rudely awakened obscenely early this past
Sunday morning by a campus menace who
thought it would be hilarious to pull the
fire alarms of all three dorms. Not only
were hangovers exacerbated by the lack of
sleep, but now the whole campus is on residential lockdown. Sweet, guys. Thanks.
Really. AT hopes that whoever thought that
they needed some hosing down gets brutally rejected next weekend and realizes that
he is actually not as on fire as he seems to
think he is. However (un)sexy you are, we
assure you, AT is 34095808 times hotter.

Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit
of Beirut

Fraternity Brothers Disagree
With Wife-Beaters?

AT would like to acknowledge a concern of utmost importance recently
expressed by a group of senior boys in a
certain sky-scraping dorm. Apparently,
their new quarters do not lend themselves
adequately to these boys' party-hardy
lifestyles. When their common room
proved too small for their trusty Beirut
table, these boys moved their fiesta to a
more spacious (but less appropriate?)
locale: the hallway. Surprisingly, the party
was soon busted and the boys were written
up. By the next day, the boys were protesting their punishment. As members of
Varsity Beer Pong, they needed a place to
compete, and as their suite didn't provide
sufficient room for a proper backswing,
they claimed that they deserved rights to
the hallway.

Trinity students flocked to the north
side of campus in full force this past weekend, eager to return to the frats after a long
and painful summer of withdrawal (AT desperately missed the stench of stale beer and
cheap cologne, too). Unfortunately, some
frat brothers were not as eager to reconnect
with the masses, as one party-going senior
experienced. He had his fun cut short
Saturday night when he was denied admission to Late-Night at an infamous fraternity atop Vernon Street for a dress code violation. Apparently, wife-beaters are a fashion faux-pas ... even at this campus organization famed for its chauvinistic attitudes
towards women. Ironic? AT definitely
thinks so. Especially since girls weren't
denied entrance for wearing even skimpier
tank tops.
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Horoscopes
AQUARIUS

January 20 - February 18

Start making plans for Trinity Days now. Don't le't
them sneak up on you unprepared. Plan accordingly and start looking at airfares, thinking about destinations, and making arrangments with your friends.
Your Restaurant CPK

H

PISCES

February 19 - March 20

You will need a shoulder to lean on this week so
don't push your friends away. They are your family
away from home and you are so lucky to have such
a great support system through all those breakdowns.
Your Restaurant The Wood-N-Tap

T

ARIES

TAURUS

n

March 21 - April 19

You begin to feel relaxed as your schedule settles
down. Having found your groove, you decide to
spend some quality time in the Psi U basement.
Just don't get the semester off to a rough start by
neglecting your work.
Your Restaurant I Love Sushi

April 20 - May 20

Lately, you've been as stubborn as a bull and fighting a lot with your significant other. Is it really
worth it? Make a choice. Freshmen: long distance
relationships do not work. Give it up and make
some new friends.
Your Restaurant. Hot Tomatoes

GEMINI

May 21 -June 21

Feeling a little creative and artsy lately? Wish you'd
taken Intro, to World Music with Professor Eric
Galm? So do a lot of people. Too late for this musical dreamboat's class but there's still time to join his
Samba Ensemble.
Your Restaurant Au Bon Pain

CANCER

June 22-July 22

One of the 30+ freshmen to have already been written up in North? Probably not the best way to convince Mom and Dad that you're mature enough for
college. Don't worry though, most of the seniors
aren't either.
Your Restaurant First and Last

LEO

July 23 - August 22

As a strong, determined type, many Senior Leos will
be writing a thesis this year. You will have no fun
whatsoever. Younger Leos: make up for your older
counterparts' travesty by having fun for them.
Your Restaurant Cosi
VIRGO
August 23 - September 22
You are going to have an amazing fall. I see a wonderful, fun-filled trip in your future. Since you have
caught the travel bug, pack light and have an amazing adventure!
Your Restaurant Trumbull Kitchen
y^!S\,

LIBRA

September 23 - October 22

Lately, you've been feeling like you need a little
space away from everyone. It seems that everyone
has been making ridiculous demands on your time
and energy. Know when to say enough is enough.
Your Restaurant Timothy's

m

SCORPIO
October 23 - November 21
You are in a great mood as things are working out
and you are finding success. Grab a blanket a friend
and some refreshment and head out to the quad!
Enjoy your positive energy.
Your Restaurant Any place that delivers to the Long
Walk

SAGITTARIUS

November 22 - December 21

You may have been neglecting your friends since
school started as demands on your time both in and
out of the classroom have been keeping you away.
Make sure you make time for the people that matter.
Your Restaurant Grant's

CAPRICORN

December 22 - January 19

Having trouble deciding your major? Applying for
jobs? This week you are plagued by indecisiveness.
Visit the Public Policy and Law department's information session Thursday evening, at 7:00pm in
McCook.
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Review ofRevamped Dining Options
continued from page 11
sub. It was delicious. The melted cheese and toasted bread augmented The Cave's subs from
run-of-the-mill to the same level
as a Subway. Personally, I recommend the Philly cheese steak;
just try to get in early since they
run out quickly. I would not go
as far as putting the quality on
the same level as Quizno's.
However, if you enjoy Subway,
you should really enjoy the
Mondo subs.
The Bistro, Trinity's prized
dining service, has once again
outdone the competition with
the introduction of their
"Culinary" Table Concept."
Monday through Thursday The
Bistro allows students to choose
from a variety of different
entrees, such as pan-seared
salmon and Guinness marinated
N.Y. strip steak (mouth-watering, I know). For the veagetarian, pasta entrees like penne carbonara and tortellini Florentine
are offered in a rotating schedule. In addition, every Tuesday
night is "Mongolian Wok
Night," where students can
choose from a vast Array of
fresh, crisp veggies and combine
that with a choice of steak,
chicken, shrimp, or tofu, and
udon noodles or basmati rice.
While you cannot expect the
pan-seared salmon to compete
with your favorite five-star
restaurant, the new selections
are all done with a certain mastery that The Bistro lacked last
year.
Better food of course means
higher prices. Last year, you
could get a full sub or sandwich
with a side of chips or a cookie
with a fountain drink for $5.50.
This year, you can only get half
of a sub. I suppose this is good
for anyone trying desperately to
avoid gaining the "freshman fifteen," but for anyone who needs
a lot to fill him/herself up, be
wary of this price hike.
Similarly, The Bistro inflated its
prices. Entrees range from anywhere between $7.95 and $13.95.
Crazy, right? But if you can
afford to drain your flex dollars
your stomach will be euphoric,
especially if you are used to
Mather food.
The last change that has
been bestowed upon us is the
introduction of Starbucks coffee. I am a coffee drinker, but I
would not label myself a coffee
connoisseur.
However, I am
convinced that the coffee is the
exact same as last year. This
hunch of mine was confirmed
by Melissa Katz, sophomore and
avid coffee drinker, "Dude, it's
the exact same." The coffee is
like one of those fake purses you
can buy on the streets of any
major city. I wonder if the
Starbucks people are pissed that
their label is being put on something
so
substandard.
Nevertheless, it is still loaded
with caffeine in it and there is
always The Underground Coffee
House.
This year should be good for
anyone who enjoys a decent
meal and remembers the atrocities our stomachs endured last

Sam Lin
Trin can now starts its mornings with designer coffee from Starbucks.
year. If you are stingy, sorry
guy, but you are definitely out
of luck.

As Oscar Wilde so brilliantly
put it, "Alas, I suppose I'll have
to live beyond my means."

Top 10
Reasons Being Back at School is
Super Slash Lame
10. The $5 half-sandwiches at The Cave. The budget crisis
is literally cutting my lunch in half.
9. You and your late-night FOW (flavor of the week) don't
have to worry about waking your parents.
8. Unfortunately, the student who lives above you is aware
of this fact as well.
7. Trading in your summer schedule of 9 - 5 for a 12 - 4 ...
if you even make it to class.
6. Corraling the 21+ students into an alcoholic play pen at
campus social events ... clearly the Debbie Downer on
TCAC doesn't realize how quickly that is going to deteriorate.
5. Late night pizza tastes so much better when you don't
have to ask your mom to tip the delivery guy.
4. Oh wait ... that means I have to tip the delivery guy?
3. It's still nice enough to "do work" out on the quad.
2. We've been in school for one week and the dorms are
already on residential lockdown. If I wanted to be this isolated, I would have gone to Hamilton.
1. Daylight savings time at Trincoll: the weekend gets
longer but you remember less of it.
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West Coaster Jordyn Sims '10 Reflects on her First Weeb at Trin
continued from page 11

stations at check-in, convinced
that all 600 or so members of
in California.
And so, our the freshmen class were in the
rental car filled with suitcases Washington room m Mather at
and what must have been every the exact same time as me. Then
cough/cold medicine that CVS I went to find my dorm room.
could offer, I was ready to face Now, being the expert Facebook
college (theoretically). I then stalker that I am, I had already
enjoyed my last dinner with my- looked up my roommate online.
mother, who would leave the Of course, we hadn't really had
next day, and we returned to,the any substantial conversation,
but I did know that our music
hotel to get some sleep.
At 11 p.m. I went to bed, choices overlapped and that I
hoping to get enough sleep and could deal with the TV shows
energy to be prepared for tomor- she liked.
row's various events. At 3 a.m. I
When I walked into my
room,
I
was still lying
m my bed,
decided that
"What would I do without
staring at the Arnold, my trusty governator? my
roommust
ceiling, wide- And whit sbout
the hippies and m a t e
have brou ht
awake. It had ^ pa}m tree^ the Hollywood
S
her
occurred to
entire
stars and Lake Tahoe? Yes, I
m e i n t h e decided,
I was officially
screwed."
extended
four
hours
family
(in
that I had
reality, there
lain in my bed, sleepless, that were only seven people but eviConnecticut has snow. I have dently being cooped up in a tiny
only seen snow once and room with an immense number
remember little of it, aside from of boxes and suitcases makes
it being extremely cold. It had people appear to multiply).
also dawned on me that I was Overwhelmed and unusually
now 3,000 miles from home, my quiet, I surveyed the cinder
family, and my friends. What block walls, the • tiny aisle
had I done? How would I sur- between my side of the room
vive in a state that could fit into and my roommate's, and the
my state 29.53 times? What not-so-comfortable looking matwould I do without.Arnold, my tress on my way-too-tall bed.
trusty governator? And what This definitely looked nothing
about the hippies and the palm like home.
trees, the Hollywood stars and
I organized what I could and
Lake Tahoe? Yes, I decided, I then
walked
towards
was officially screwed.
Convocation with my mother.
And so with a heavy heart As she had to leave to catch her
(and heavy eye-lids) I stepped flight, I told her goodbye, giving
onto the campus that will be my her a tight hug, and swallowing
home for the next four years. I tears as I walked over to the line
was herded through the various of swarming freshmen. I stood,

Interesting Statistics on
Trinity's Class of 2010
Students from
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students in the class
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52% Male

states &

11

countries

Most popular names:

O
Students of color

John (13)
Michael (13)
Sarah (11)
Elizabeth (11)

_

CD
9 had perfect scores on verba! SAT =;•
5 had perfect scores on math SAT zrm

1300H
fill
m

E S •"*

g

average score o 3

35% on a |
financial a i d i ^

Courtesy of jordyn Sims
Jordyn Sims and fellow freshman, Sarah Thayer, hang out in Jones and enjoy the first weeks of their college career.

watching as people around me
introduced themselves to each
other, frantically trying to meet
the entire class in the five minutes we had before we had to go
to Convocation. I took a deep
breath and threw myself into the
fray.
After the speeches from the
President, the Student Body
President, and other various faculty members, I returned to my
dorm to attempt to assemble my
room. I must say I felt extremely accomplished when I was able
to see the surface of my desk. I
attended various meetings about
residences and first-year mentors, again overwhelmed with
names and welcomes. My roommate and I then went to the allclass barbecue and later in the
evening I attended the highly
entertaining stand-up comedy
about sex. The upcoming days
were
filled
with
the
Matriculation ceremony in the
stunning Chapel, my first seminar, and other various orientation activities.
Gradually, without really
realizing it, I found a group of
people to hang out with, comprised mainly of people who,
like me, were in Guided Studies
and lived on the first floor of
Jones. I'm not entirely sure how
we became as close as we have in
such a short time, but 1 definitely am beginning to understand
why my friend's father told me
that my relationships with my
college friends would very different than those with my high
school friends. Only six days
after meeting my friends, I
already feel as if I could talk to
any of them about just about
anything.

I came into college expecting
the worst (I swear I'm not a pessimist - I like to think of myself
as a realist), but found that one
thing after another was better
than anything I had ever imagined. Even the food here is
good. And my freshmen 15 have
yet to appear, which I attribute
to the daily exercise of getting
into and out of my four-foothigh bed. I have even managed
to navigate the bus to the mall,
with the help of fellow confused
freshmen.
Of course, the first day of
class was a sobering experience.
Professors explained that I
should expect to be working the
equivalent of a full-time job - at
a minimum. At first I did not
balk at my reading assignments,
yet when I sat down to read all
of Genesis in the Raether
Library (which is gorgeous), I
found a headache developing far
more quickly than I had anticipated. And when I seated myself
in my friend's room to join five
people from Guided Studies in
reading Hesiod's Theogony, I
ended up taking • a nap after
reading only the introduction.
College reading is NOTHING like high school reading.
The content •• and length of the
assignments do not even begin
to compare to the "read pages
98-111 in Catcher in the Rye"
assignments of high school.
However, I'm not going to lie I'm loving every headache-filled
minute of it. College is liberating in so many ways, but a big
part of our newfound independence as co-eds lies in the opportunity to choose classes that
interest us.
The other night I competed

in the impromptu speech competition,
"Spontaneous
Combustion." I had never done
anything like it before, yet I
found myself walking up to the
desk at the back of the room
and writing down my name
without a second thought. Not
a day goes by that I am not
amazed and rather taken aback
at myself when I fearlessly shake
hands with a stranger. In high
school, I wasn't shy, but I definitely would never have gotten
up and spoken before a group of
people I hardly knew, nor would
I have afterwards gone up to
some of them and started conversations.
I had a conversation with
one of my newfound friends the
other night about how college
changes us. I've come to the
conclusion that college, particularly a college as warm and
inclusive as Trinity, provides
First Years with a unique opportunity. Here, where the majority
of the people surrounding us
have never even met us before,
we can find ourselves. We can
find out who we are in our own
eyes, not in the eyes of others
who are convinced that they
already know us. This is a clean
slate, an opportunity to be whoever we feel we are meant to be.
And so, governator or no
governator, snow or no snow, I
can honestly, say that this is
where I am meant to be; because
in the end, it doesn't matter
where you are. What matters are
the people around — and Trinity
has the people who I want to be
around. Here we all have the
opportunity of a lifetime - the
opportunity to figure out who
we really are.
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Low-Key Season for Summer Sounds Theater & Dance Dept
ByJOHNRENDEffiO
STAFF WRITER
This summer was a relatively
low-key season for new album
releases, but a good number of
quality releases came out. Early
releases from Mission of Burma
and Sonic Youth got a great deal
of good press while more recent
works from the Thermals and
Comets on Fire have garnered
some radio play in the past few
weeks. Despite the lack of a
blockbuster release from a very
well-known band such as the

...

White Stripes or the Strokes,
there were still hundreds (perhaps
thousands) of quality records put
out from the more high-profile
stuff to the most obscure labels.
One of the most highly anticipated albums of the summer waj
Sonic Youth's Rather Ripped.
They quickly went back to the
studio following the success of
2004's Sonic Nurse. The album
shares a lot of similarities with
Sonic Nurse and other later Sonic
Youth releases, where they have
turned down the volume and
worked hard at creating well-craft-

www.tisue.net

Sonic Youth followed up the success of their 2004 release, Sonic Nurse, with Rather Ripped.

ed pop songs. The album is probably their most accessible since
their early Geffen records despite the occasional squall of
noise or series of ugly chords, for
which Sonic Youth is famous,
each song has very catchy hooks
and excellent instrumentation.
Despite the loss of all-around
contributor Jim O'Rourke, they
managed to create a dynamic,
interesting, accessible, and still
edgy album. Sonic Youth has
been a band now for over twenty
years, but they remain to be one
of the most relevant acts releasing
music right now.
Another
eagerly awaited
album of the early summer was
Mission
of Burma's
The
Obhterati. Mission of Burma was
one of the most explosive and
amazing bands of the early 80s,
but broke up in 1983 after releasing only one true album, the now
classic 1982 release VS. However,
to much fanfare, the group
reunited in 2002 and recorded
OffbnofF for Matador Records.
Showing that the reunion was the
real deal, they quickly returned to
the studio to record another. The
Obliterati is a dense album, but
careful listening reveals the truly
pop-oriented aspects of the
see SONIC on page 16

Flourishes Under Dworin
By SAM BODIAN
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
When thinking about the pillars of Trinity College, our
thoughts naturally turn to the
magnificent Chapel or the looming stone figure of Bishop
Brownell, the Long Walk and or
the magnificent Brownstones that
line it. Perhaps we should instead
be thinking of the modern pillars;
of the people who have worked
to make Trinity what it is today
and who are still working to make
it what it will be tomorrow. Such
excellence can be found in Judy
Dworin, currently a chairperson
and professor in Trinity's department of Theater and Dance.
Dworin has played an invaluable
role in the shaping of Trinity's
artistic community for 35 years.
Under the guidance of her,
and other departmental leaders,
the Theater and Dance department has flourished into a major
program that goes far beyond
simple footwork. Dworin is a
firm believer in cross-disciplinary
art, committed not only to combining dance with other art
forms, but also to the incorporation of the Arts with the Liberal

4
Sam Lin

Judy Dworin created the Theater and
Dance Department 36 years ago.

Arts. The Theater and Dance
Department reflects this commitment: offering classes in dance
history and theory; classes that
foster an intellectual understanding of dance as an emotional,
political, and cerebral art form.
Thanks to Dworin's efforts,
dance students have opportunities to work with the aptly named
"Judy Dworin
Performance
Group" in Hartford and to spend
semesters in New York City persee DWORIN on page 16

Gore's 'Truth' May Be Inconvenient, But Also Interminable
ByJOETARZI
OPINIONS EDITOR

ally wrong with An Inconvenient
Truth; I actually personally
believe that anyone who doesn't
When
I
drove
from subscribe to global warming is
Wallingford, CT to Norwalk, CT either ignorant or a moron, just
(a distance of 43.94 miles accord- like people who dismiss evolution
ing to mapquest.com) to see Al - but that's just my opinion, back
Gore's latest (and only) film An to the review.
Inconvenient Truth, the first
I thought it was very good
thing that went through my mind that Al decided to start with a
was that Connecticut sucked for power point presentation in order
not having more small independ- to inform the audience of the
ent movie houses. I'll admit I basics of global warming so he
was excited; Michael Moore had could get down to the real details.
been recently revealed to be a When the power point lasted
fraud and this was supposed to be twenty minutes I began to get
the new great liberal firm of 2006. concerned, however. Nearly the
When I got to the theater in entire firm was a professionally
downtown Norwalk I was sur- filmed taping of the presentation
prised to see that my father and I on global warming that Gore has
were by far the youngest people been giving across the world. No
in a theatre full of what I can offense to Al, but I can get a
only assume were aging hippies. power point presentation on
And then, up on the screen, came global warming off the internet.
Al Gore, the man who should
I guess the thing that disaphave been president, the man pointed me the most was that I
who invented the Internet! The really did not learn anything I did
man who, as it
not already know
seems everyone
about
global
Al got everything
has
forgotten,
warming. As the
right on the money,
was born without
audience I shared
even if it was Eke
personality.
the film with
Not that Al's lack
pulling teeth to sit
demonstrated, Al
of
personality
was not going to
through an hour and
should have necattract
many
a halffoT what in
essarily been a
right-wing
print would probably
hindrance
to
loonies with this
have been two pages.
what was essenfilm, nor was he
tially a documenlikely to attract
tary, but the fact that the docu- many stupid people. The main
mentary itself also lacked person- audience for a firm on global
ality was a hindrance.
warming would be educated liberFirst let me say that in my als who already know at least the
opinion there was nothing factu- basics of global warming. Mr.

www.themoviebox.net

Former Vice-President Al Gore has travelled around the world giving a power point presentation to raise awareness for Global
Warming. His film "An Inconvenient Truth" was released this summer.

Gore's power point presentation,
however, treats the audience as if
they were five-year-olds, so even
though I was the intended audience I felt as if I was being talked
down to.
To his credit though, as I said
before, Al got everything right on
the money, even if it was like
pulling teeth to sit through an
hour and a half for what in print
would probably have been about
two pages of information. Which
brings me to another point; it
seems that our boy Al did not
quite have enough in his presentation to fill up an entire feature
length movie. So, in between Mr.

Gore's inane prattling we get colorful little glimpses into his personal life. Al discusses at length
his son's near-fatal car accident in
1989 and his defeat in the 2000
election, two events which have
nothing to do with the film's
theme, no matter how hard Al
tries to convince you otherwise.
Sure, it's tragic for Al that his
son almost died and it is tragic
for all of us that George Bush
and co. stole the election from
under his nose, but it is completely irrelevant in the context of this
film and makes Al come off as a
sanctimonious jerk for including
the self-serving footage. As bor-

ing as the facts were, Al should
have stuck with the facts and only
the facts; we could do without
the fluff.
In the end, An Inconvenient
Truth wound up being just
another lovely little piece of liberal masturbation. It may have
been pleasurable to those who
needed reassurance, but it served
no actual purpose. You defiantly
walk out of the theater with a
sense of "hey, that guy's right
about that stuff;" the unfortunate
thing is that you realize as you
get into your Prius to leave that
you knew he was right before seeing the film as well.
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Dworin Still Performing 36 Years Later
program. As fate would have it,
the dean agreed, and Dworin was
forming with the La Mama pro- given the job of making it all hapgram. In short, the department is pen. [The tables were turned and
flourishing; but things were not the roles reversed.]
Suddenly
always this way.
Dworin found herself in the
When Dworin first came to bizarre position of being a
Trinity College, she was among teacher and leader in a school
the first female students to attend where she had so recently been a
the school [yes, she was a student, student. She was an artist in a
and yes, Trinity was an all-male school that was, at the time,
school up until 1969]. Trinity's uncertain, at best, of the role of
dance department was a new cre- the arts (especially dance) in a libation at the time, formed because eral arts education. Despite those
the administration felt that it odds, she made it work. She lobwould be, as Dworin sarcastically bied for her program, convincing
put it "something that might be administrators of the validity and
nice for women." Though the necessity of a strong theater and
department was limited, Dworin, dance program. From this prea long time dancer, enjoyed it carious position, Dworin forged a
nonetheless. Having come to program that has flourished and
Trinity her senior
had a lot of fun
She has a deep social
year, her career as a
doing it.
awareness that
student was brief.
When speakHowever, her days
ing
with
informs her work; an
at the College had
Dworin,
it
awareness that has
just begun.
q u i c k l y
driven her to create
Shortly
after
becomes apparperformances that
graduating,
she
ent that she is
learned that the
deeply engaged
deal with difficult
dance department
in
what she
subjects.
was in danger of
does. She has a
collapsing. Clive
deep
social
Thompson, a one-time member awareness that informs her work;
of the renowned Alvin Alley an awareness that has driven her
dance company and head of the to create performances that deal
Trinity dance department, had with difficult subjects such as the
stepped down from his position, lives of mothers whose children
leaving a great void within the have been abducted or detained
program.
Upon hearing this during wartime in
South
news, Dworin contacted the America, the little publicized
Dean of Faculty and pleaded that witch trials of Hartford, and the
the school continue its dance aftermath of Chernobyl. Hardly
continued from page 15

Arts Happenin

"The Nutcracker," these subjects
aie brought to life with Dworin's Trinity Organ Cities
interdisciplinary, improvisational
style; combining poetry, dance, Sponsored by Trinity College Chapel Music
literature and theater.
Thankfully, Dworin shows no 2006-2007 Young Artist Season
sign of slowing. This year her Celebrating bright new pipe organ talents
company will be presenting
"Time In," a performance that
Friday, September 15, 2006 at 7:30pm
will focus on the lives of female
c
prisoners and explore issues of Christopher Mark Houlihan 09, Organist
gender and social justice. Dworin
hopes that this performance will Friday, September 29, 2006 at 7:30pm
"give a voice to the voiceless" by Andrew Dewar, English Organist
showing the humanity of women
who have been shunned by society. The performance will take Friday, March 30, 2007 at 7:30pm
place November 2-4 in the Jason Roberts, Organist
Charter Oak Cultural Center in
Hartford at 7:30 p.m. The first Friday, April 20, 2007 at 7:30pm
night will feature an introduction Vaughn Mauren '07, Organist
by novelist Wally Lamb and a talk
back session with the cast as well
as the actual inmates with whom Admission with ID or donation
the Judy Dworin Performance
Group created the show. Also on
the itinerary is a show performed Ben Frank Moss Exhibition, "Spirit''States,"
by the children of two nearby opens at Widener Gallery
Hartford elementary schools
along with Trinity students, a
project that Dworin has been Sponsored by The Studio Art Program "Spirit States"
working on for 11 years.
Paintings, drawings and monoprints
So where did Judy Dworin
come from? The hallowed streets by Ben Frank Moss
of Greenwich Village? The buzz
of Los Angeles? The fabled the- September 12 - October 20, 2006
ater district of London? Actually, Reception Monday, September 25th, 4:30-6:30 PM
she is from West Hartford. She is
just one of those intensely cre- Gallery Hours: Sunday-Friday, 1:00-6:00 PM
ative and driven people intent on
making the world, and in this Widener Gallery, Austin Arts Center
case Trinity College, a better
place.

Sonic Youth: Interesting, Dynamic, and Still an Edgy Album
continued from page 15
songs, like with every other
Burma piece. The band sounds
incredibly tight, making the listeners forget that each member is
well into his forties and that the
band had a twenty year hiatus
between their first and second
full-length records.
TV on the Radio put out
another one of the most critically acclaimed albums of the summer with their sophomore work

Return to Cookie Mountain.
Despite their move from Touch
and Go to Interscope, home to

progressive and experimental won't be). It isn't hyperbole to
artists such as AFI and the say that TV on the Radio is one
of the most talPussycat Dolls,
ented, complex
While the patented
they managed to
and
unique
release one of the
echoplex-laden guitar
bands
in
the
most interesting
fieak outs remain, the
world.
and
difficult
vocals are actually
albums of the
Two records
intelligible
and verses
released by Sub
year. Songs like "I
have understated
Was a Lover,"
Pop have gotten a
"Province" and
great
deal of
instrumentation .
press in the last
"Wolf Like Me"
few months of
are the types of
the summer. The
songs that define
a musical era - these are the songs Thermals' third effort The Body,
that should be getting airplay on the Blood, the Machine and
the. radio and television (but Comets on Fire's Avatar have gar-

www.genartpulse.com
TV on the Radio's Return to Cookie Mountain was one of the most critically acclaimed albums of the summer. This was
one of the most interesting albums of the year.

nered great reviews from many
media outlets and have been popular on college radio across the
country.
The Thermals put out two
previous records on Sub Pop,
both about a half-hour of the trio
blasting out loud, snotty pop
punk. The Body shows the band
growing - they have many songs
that are longer than three minutes, the music is a bit more complicated and the songs fit together almost in the manner of a concept album. Though the highlypolitical lyrics can be preachy
sometimes, their newest album is
probably their best and worth
picking up if you like pop, punk,
or garage.
Comets on Fire have been
putting out some of the best psychedelic punk records over the
past few years. They share similarities and connections to the
prominent "freak folk" movement, but they rocked a lot harder than any of those bands Comets on Fire records tend to
be extraordinarily heavy, laden
with amazing guitar solos and
screamed vocals with layers of
echo and reverb put over everything.
However, their latest album
Avatar has them turning down
their amps and "holding back the
distortion. While the patented
echoplex-laden guitar freak outs
remain, the vocals are actually
intelligible arid verses have understated instrumentation and even
pretty piano thrown in.

www.aversion.com
The Thermals released The Body, The
Blood, The Machine this summer.

Comets on Fire remain psychedelic (yeah, psychedelic bands
still exist), but Avatar shows a
new dimension to them that was
perhaps too hard to see before,
obscured with the swirling layers
of distortion and echo of their
previous records.
Of course, there were more
great albums that were released
this summer than can be covered
in a brief article or listened to by
one person. Bands like Camera
Obscura, Wizardzz, Neptune, Girl
Talk, Thorn Yorke, Elvis Perkins,
and dozens of others put out
compelling records this summer.
Do not be discouraged by whatever boring drivel put out by the
corporate ogre you might hear on
the radio or TV. It might take a
little bit of digging, but there is
plenty of amazing music being
released all over the world.
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Frve Years Later: Still Too Soon to Make 'World Trade Center*
were happening again. The flashbacks, though enjoyable in that
and the two officers are they provided a much-needed
trapped under tons of debris. sense of character depth to the
Stone shows many flashbacks of film, detracted from the central
the heroes and their wives, partic- focus of the film. Much of the
ularly of Jimeno's
dialogue between
pregnant
wife
the
two heroes
Films have often been
Allison (Maggie
was stilted and
an integral part of
Gyllenhaal). It is
cliched, and it
grieving... [But] it is
the
memories
was hard to disand the love of
too soon to immortance Cage from
the families that
his history of bad
talize our grief in
helps the officers
films.
Hollywood's
survive the emoStone should
formulaic tradition.
tional ordeal.
have followed in
The scenes in
the footsteps of
which the offiPaul Greengrass,
cers first arrive at the scene were director of United 93, by casting
heartbreaking, and as the officers relatively
unknown
actors.
stared in shock at the falling Additionally, Greengrass ensured
papers, dust and even bodies, I that all the families of the victims
found myself transported five supported him, and this gave his
years back as though everything film a degree of authority and
continued from page 1

www.film.ru

World Trade Center opened this summer with mixed reviews.

HIS FIRST NEW ALBUM IN FIVE YEARS
FEATURING 10 NEW SONGS

respect that Stone's lacked.
Stone has made a very successful career on epic movies,
such as Alexander, Nixon, JFK,
and Platoon.
His firms are
known for their raw intensity, a
dramatic, realistic tension that
pushes the envelope and challenges the emotional and intellectual core of his audience. Sadly,
with World Trade Center, Stone
seemed content to simply follow
his script, and the film lacks the
controversy and the depth that
make his films famous.
Stone spent an estimated 65
www.msnbc.msn.com
million dollars on production for
Nicholas
Cage
stars
as
John
McLoughlin
in
World
Trade
Center.
this film and, as of Sept. 6, 2006,
it has made a little over 64 million dollars. Like United 93, large-scale Hollywood movies are Why is this not worthy of
which donated 10 percent of its produced and released before Hollywood's attention? Why is
are
built.
If that 65 million dollars better
opening weekend gross to charity, memorials
Hollywood
stars
are
so
commitspent on a film than vital healthWorld Trade Center pledged 10
ted
to
honoring
the
victims
and
care for our nation's real heroes?
percent of its weekend earnings to
survivors
of
9/11,
maybe
some
Hollywood
cannot pick and
two charities: the World Trade
should
have
donated
their
outrachoose
which
tragic subjects it
Center Memorial and Tuesday's
geous
paychecks
(and
only
a
few
will
and
will
not
cover, for lu do
Children, a charity supporting
already
did)
and
use
their
influso
is
dishonorable
and seii serv9/11 widows and children. In its
ence
to
pressure
politicians
rather
ing.
first weekend, the film took in
Films have often been an intealmost 19 million dollars, which than to promote the latest Calvin
Klein
jeans.
gral
and cathartic part of grievmeans that each charity received
ing,
yet
they can never fill the
The
Associated
Press
recently
950,000 dollars, a little over
holes
in
our hearts; over 200
reported
that
a
study
determined
Maggie Gyllenhaal's salary, but
films
have
been made about the
70
percent
of
Ground
Zero
workunder the 20 million dollars that
Nicholas Cage typically demands ers are suffering from debilitating Holocaust, and for many, the
diseases that will plague them for memory remains too painful to
for his role in a film.
Many of the film's supporters the rest of their lives. The major- talk about. For some of us, it is
argue that prospective viewers ity of these workers still have not too soon to immortalize our grief
who might be uncomfortable received the medical attention in Hollywood's formulaic tradisimply should not see the film; they need and deserve. Also, their tion; rather, we still must deal
however, opponents do not local and federal government, painfully with our own memories
object to the film itself but its while supporting the worker's and the consequences of that day,
context. It says something nega- cause, has not pledged a specific and, until we do, it will always be
tive about our culture when two amount of money to assist them. too soon.

CD/DVD Releases This Week
The Office- Season Two
A remake of the hit 2001 BBC TV series "The
Office" (2001), this is a mockumentary that
documents the exploits of a paper supply company in Scranton, Pennsylvania. Made up of
head chief Michael Scott, a harmlessly deluded
and ignorantly insensitive boss who cares about
the welfare of his employees while trying to put
his own spin on company policy. With an
office including the likes of various peers who
have their own hangups, "The Office" (2005)
takes a look at the lives of its co-workers: bored
but talented salesman Jim, his mildly sociopathic, butt-kissing enemy Dwight, mildly
righteous receptionist Pam, and indifferent
temp Ryan.
Lucky Number Slevin
A case of mistaken identity lands Slevin (Josh
Hartnett) into the middle of a war being plotted by two of the city's most rival crime bosses: The Rabbi (Ben Kingsley) and The Boss
(Morgan Freeman). Slevin is under constant
surveillance by relentless Detective Brikowski
(Stanley Tucci) as well as the infamous assassin
Goodkat (Bruce Willis) and finds himself having to hatch his own ingenious plot to get
them before they get him.
FutureSea/LoveSounds
One spin of FutureSex/LoveSounds and it's
hard to believe that Justin Timberlake was ever
a boy-band barnstormer no modern-day male
artist beats him when it comes to single-minded self assurance or suavity. "SexyBack," the
inescapable summer sizzler of a first single off
this short and thrillingly unwholesome disc,
makes that clear on its own: If there was ever
any question about whether sexy was in need of
reviving-a doubtful proposition at best, given
the sheer volume of JTs gyrating counterparts
he lays it to rest instantly over a small but insistent Timbaknd-concocted beat. On that track,
Timberlake's appeal is his sweet but newly
thuggisri-sounding voice (here's a good kid
gone bad), and he's determined to convince us
of it not only by tossing a few well-timed moth-

y

"I'll let you whip me if I misbehave." The rest
of FutureSex will feel familiar to anyone who
picked up 2002's brilliantly funk-flecked
JustiEed: "Love Stoned/I Think She Knows
Me," shifts from Michael Jackson-esque paranoid trilling to pulsating guitar rock; "Chop
Me Up," a collaboration with Three 6 Mafia
and Timbaland, gives up the grit rap-style but
still manages to recall both Prince and Stevie
Wonder; "My Love," with T.I., mines classic
Timberlake territory with meltaway lyrics like
"I can; see us holding hands walking on the
beach/Our clothes in the sand"; and the
straight-up but groovy lament "Losing My
Way" asks, searchtngly, what may be the silliest question a squeal-inducing pop star has
ever posed: "Can anybody out there feel me?"
Rest assured, JT: we feel every past-, present-,
and future-sexy verse. -Tammy La Gorce
Continuum
Continuum is about as apt a title as it gets for
John Mayer's third studio disc. Every element,
from the peerless guitar playing to the plainspoken poetry of the lyrics to the breathy-sincere singing, makes a return from previous
efforts. But to weakly pronounce this another
worthwhile effort from an artist the world has
come to expect a whole lot from and then call
it a day would be no minor misdeed, because
it's also the best, boldest disc he's ever made.
Taking maturity as a theme throughout,
Mayer tackles a batch of adulthood's bogeymen: indifference on the uptempo chartclimber "Waiting for the World to Change,"
aging on the melancholy-sweet "Stop This
Train," and emotional trainwreckage on the
big-rocking "In Repair." That's not to suggest
he's turned overly introspective-check the
Jimi Hendrix cover "Bold As Love," where he
hits one home for guitarists who've been living in the shadow of legend everywhere, and
the hard-charging "Belief," which benefits
from a mesmerizing, liquid groove.
Continuum may be the third in a series, but
a creative cop-out this is not; Mayer is his generation's musical superman-powerful, unassailable, and magnetic. -Tummy La Gorce
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1. The Quirks, an all-female group, had the
most relaxed aura of the night, with two barefoot performers. Ashley Vitha '07 finished
with "California Dreamin."

Trinity's A Capella Groups
Perform in Hamlin Hall

2. The Pipes, a co-ed group of 12 singers,
captivated the audience with their stage
presence. Not only were their voices strong,
but their dance moves were also very ereative.

3

- The Accidentals, the only all-male ensemble, opened
up the evening. A record-breaking six alumni were present
to set the tone for the night. Above, Pat Greene '07, gave a
spectacular performance.

4. The Dischords, a co-ed ensemble of 10 performers, belted out an enthusiastic rendition
of "Stacy's Mom."

5. The Trinitones, an all-girls group, com-bined an unmatched elegance with full choreography as they performed "The
Peppermint Twist."

Cinestudio
A Scanner Darkly
Sept. 13, 7:30 p.m.; Sept. 15-16, 9:25 p.m.

The Quiet American
Sept. 17, 2:30 p.m.

Richard Linklater {Slackers, School of Rock) jumped on Philip K.
Dick's 1977 paranoia and drug-soaked futuristic novel as a perfect
vessel for the mesmerizing live action and rotoscopic animation he
used in Waking Life. He can't have been blind to the resonance that
an undercover narcotics agent who lives under constant surveillance by the government has in today's climate. Keanu Reeves stars
as the shape-shifting agent who risks getting pulled into the world
he's investigating by the mysterious intoxicant Substance D, by a
seductive addict (Winona Ryder), and by the edgy charisma of
Robert Downey, Jr. "There's no other filmmaker who could produce
a futuristic sci-fi nightmare, a hipster comedy, a haunting film noir
and a cartoon, all in the same movie." Andrew O'Hehir, Salon.com.

Cinestudio presents a special matinee screening of the cinematic
precursor to what has become the drumbeat of new progressive
political films, followed by a public discussion. Michael Caine gives
a fierce, stripped-to-the-bone portrayal of a British journalist who is
stationed in Saigon during the French Indochina War. When a
genial young American aid worker (Brendan Fraser) shows up, his
first crime is to steal away Caine's Vietnamese mistress (Do Thi Hai
Yen). While we can't reveal his second crime, it has everything to do
with the kind of conduct that pits American interests against international law. "Director Noyce has made two great pictures close
together, this one and Rabbit-Proof Fence." Roger Ebert, Chicago
Sun-Times.

Overlord
Sept. 14-15, 7:30 p.m.; Sept. 16, 2:30 & 7:30 p.m.

Who Killed the Electric Car
Sept. 17-19, 7:30 p.m.

The most exciting film recovery of many years is the new print of a
1975 British masterpiece about one unassuming soldier's experiences in the weeks leading up to Overlord, the Allied code name
for D-Day. Why it was never released in the States is a mystery, but
it is never too late to discover the artistry of a film about which the
New York Times? A. O. Scott writes, "it deserves to join the pantheon of essential World War El combat movies." The dreamy
atmosphere of the film is more of a whisper compared with the
scream of Saving Private Ryan. The film's unique visual images
come from the blending of new scenes shot by John Alcott, Stanley
Kubrick's cinematographer on A Clockwork Orange and Barry
Lyndon, with never-before seen battle footage taken from both
London's Imperial War Museum and West German archives.

If Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth could be called the year's most
chilling disaster movie, then Chris Paine's fierce documentary is
easily one of the most chilling murder mysteries to be seen this fall.
It begins with America's limitless love affair with cars, but quickly
turns dark when that passion turns the air poisonous. The mystery
begins in the 1990s, when California's optimistic Zero-Emission
Vehicle mandate - and General Motor's plans for affordable electric
cars - are both snuffed out. The film's fact-finding mission becomes
an indictment of corporate greed and political deal-making that is
shameless enough to remain shocking. "From the polar ice caps to
Los Angeles, it is a story as big as life, and just as urgent" Manohla
Dargis, New York Times.
see www.cinestudio.com for more
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The Webster Theater
Gym Class Heroes
Cobra Starship
Hanger 18
Patent Pending
September 15
7PM Doors
Ticket Price: $10

\.

Alcoholica (Metallica Tribute)
Bad Magick (Go'dsmack Tribute)
Myopia, Shuya, No Less Than Everything,
Soulspeak
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Bushnell Events
Mamma Mia!
Mamma Mia! Broadway's biggest blockbuster!
"Dancing Queen," "Take a Chance on Me/'
and "Waterloo" ... You know and love these
ABBA classics, so don't miss your chance to
see this wonderfully entertaining show featuring 22 of their timeless songs, and one
enchanting tale of love, laughter and friendship! A mother. A daughter. Three possible
dads. And a trip down the aisle you'll never
forget! Over 20 million people worldwide
have already fallen in love with this ultimate
feel-good show!

September 16
6PM Doors
Ticket Price: $10

Runs September 12-17
Ticket Prices: $22.50-$78

The Receiving End of Sirens
Liam and Me
New Atlantic

Chapel Happenings

Dropshift
September 17 5PM Doors
Ticket Price: $10
**Win an autographed Senses Fail Guitar**
The Webster Theater Box Office
860-525-S553

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
6:30 p.m.: Trinity Zen, Crypt Chapel
9:30 p.m.: Banquet service, Friendship
Chapel

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

Help Wanted
Bartender Needed
Bartender Needed for Members Only
Social Club, located in the South end of
Hartford. Competitive Wages! Work on
weekends or during the week from 6 p.m.
until close.
Contact Stephan at (860) 604-7673 for more information.

Noon: Roman Catholic Mass, Crypt Chapel
6:30 p.m.: Trinity Kirtan (Hindu chanting),
Crypt Chapel

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 17
5:15 p.m.: Trinity Vespers, Main Chapel
Music by the Chapel Singers
Preacher: The Rev. Allison St. Louis, Christ
Church Cathedral, Hartford
Holy Communion follows the service at the
High Altar

Campus Events
Trinity College Organ Series

Hartford Stage

September 15 at 7:30 p.m.

Summer and Smoke

This season's Trinity Organ Series celebrates four bright young talents of the pipe
organ, beginning with a performance by
Christopher Mark Houlihan.
His program will include Bach's Prelude and
Fugue in e minor "Wedge," Widor's Allegro
from Symphonie VI and Durufle's Suite, op.
5.
The public is cordially invited and admission
is by donation.
For directions call (860) 297-2001. For further information call (860) 297-2014.

The ninth installment of Hartford Stage's epic
Tennessee Williams Marathon smolders with
this classic drama! Alma Winemiller, an
uptight minister's daughter, secretly pines for
the boy next door. Unfortunately, the boy next
door is a young doctor whose shocking
lifestyle has caused a scandal throughout
Glorious Hill, Mississippi. Will Alma's frigid
reserve melt in the smoke and heat of her
newly awakened desire?
Runs through October 1
Hartford Stage Box Office
860-527-5151
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W2W4: Trinity Sports Fall 2006
A few things to look out for this Fall.
1. Football: How will the Devanney era begin?
The question still remains on whether the departure of Coach Priore will bring an
end to Trinity's winning streak - which is still the longest in all of College
Football.
Possible games in which the Bantams could falter include next week against Colby
and Amherst on Homecoming weekend.
Look for the Bantams to continue thier winning ways because of superior talent
and a disciplined, steady approach to each and every game.
2. Women's Soccer, Men's Soccer and Field Hockey: Are these teams ready to turn the corner?
These teams were all in the bottom of the NESCAC standings last year. In each
new season hope springs eternal, but are these teams ready to claw their way back
into the NESCAC tournament?
At this early point, the results are mixed, but all three of these teams are filled
with promise so with some hard work and good fortune, a few, if not all of
them could make the jump into the big dance.
3. Men's & Women's Crew: How far can they go?
Each year it seems that the Crew teams get better and better and still fly relatively
under the radar on campus. That is possibly becasue it's hard for anybody to go
and see a crew meet and even if you do get there, the action isn't too enthralling
until the very end of the race, but even still, the Crew teams just don't seem to
have the buzz that the other great teams have.
The best crew meet to go and see will be on October 1 when the Bantams will
compete in the Riverfront Regatta on the Connecticut River. These are two teams
that are definatley worth watching this season.
4. Golf: Are they good enough to make a run at the NESCAC title?
With George Boudria's '07 individual win at the NESCAC Championship last year
and with the emergence of a very talented Sophomore class, are the Bantam
linksmen ready to take the big step and challenge Williams' and Middlebury's
stranglehold on the NESCAC crown?
Early results are good, with a seventh place finish at Bowdoin this past weekend,
but they will need to repeat that preformance a few more times to earn the respect
of the rest of the league.
Stay tuned to find out.

Men's Soccer
Falters in First
Game of Season
By PETER DACEY

SPORTS WRITER
Following a season that featured few
victories in the standings but plenty of personal growth for its players, the Men's
Soccer team is looking to harness the experiences of 2005 in order to succeed during
this fall season.
One of the benefits of an underpreforming season is that it allows the coaches to give playing time to polish younger
players and with contributing members
from all classes on this year's team, Trinity
should display a good combination of talent and experience throughout this year's
campaign.
While Trinity struggled to a 3-9-1
record last year, including an 0-&-1 conference record, those numbers are misleading,
as the team dropped five games by only a
single goal. Head coach Michael Pilger's
squad will certainly seek to improve its
offensive attack, as it struggled to score in
conference play last year.
Improvement in that department
would bode well for the team as a whole,
which boasts a very sturdy defense (the
team allowed the third fewest goals in the
conference last year). Leading the way is
tri-captain Michael Johnson '07, along
with a large contingent of sophomores,
including Nick Allen, Dan Kupper, and
PhilYaeger.
The Bantams' defense will surely be
tested this year as they have been in the.
j>ast and one of keys for Trinity to stay in
see MEN'S on page 22
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Women's Soccer Falls, Returners Anticipate Turnaround Season
Nwanagu '09 lead a young but
experienced team that should
climb the ladder in one of the
toughest Division III women's
soccer conferences in the nation.
Nwanagu returns as Trinity's
leading scorer from 2005 when
she tallied six goals and thr«:e
assists. Nwanagu is part of a deep
sophomore class that also
includes returning midfielders
Chelsey Reynolds, Emily Witt,
Ashley
Hunt,
and
Erika
Maciazcyk.
Cordiano, O'Brien and the
speedy, versatile libby Franco '07
give the Bantams three seasoned
veterans in the
backfield.
Midfielder Amy Joyce '07 also

returns after missing two years
due to a back injury, while
Brittany Alvino '08 is a valuable
The Women's Soccer team is
reserve.
looking to have a successful 2006
Bridge and Rachel Talentino
season under the direction of
'08, who was forced out of action
head coach Michael Smith.
for 10 games last season due to an
The Bantams are returning 14
injury, give Trinity an excellent
letter-winners from last year's
pair of strikers.
squad that lost five games by a
Tara Finucane '08 returns for
single goal and held a 3-10-1
her second season as the starter in
record.
goal - she made 87 saves with a
The team is hoping to make
2.29 goals against average last seathe NESCAC Championship
son. The unit will be bolstered
Tournament for the fourth time
by freshman prospect Caitlin
in the last six years. Captain forPrendefgast and other young
ward Erin Bridge '07, defenders
players.
Emma Cordiano '08 and Katie
"We have incredible leaderO'Brien '08 and midfielder Devin
ship on this team," stated
Cordiano.
"Everyone on the
team is going into the season
with a positive outlook and is
ready to surprise the NESCAC
this year. We're ail working hard
and are really excited to win more
games this year."
The Bantams had their season
opener on Saturday against the
Amherst College Lord Jeffs.
Amherst got on the Scoreboard
once in the first half and twice
- early in the second half to jump
out to a 3-0 lead over the
Bantams.
Finally, midway through the
second half, Jenn Calver '10
rebounded a shot off the post by
Taniko Nelson '09 into the net to
put the Bantams on the board.
Despite Finucane finishing the
game with eight saves, the Lord
Jeffs, defeated the Bantams 3-1 in
the first game of the season for
both teams.
"Our game wasn't a very good
Edwin C. Pratt
Erin Bridge '07 takes control of the ball mid play during the game on Saturday.
representation of our talent as a
ByCATMAHER
SPORTS WHITER

Study Abroad
in Sweden
DO

YOUR

OWN
THING

Looking to study abroad in English?
Don't folbw the crowd to England or Australia.
Study abroad in English with The Swedish Program
at Stockholm University!

'"
'
Edwin C. Pratt
Two Bantam intercept an Amherst pass and re-direct the flow of the game.

team," Cordiano said. "We have
been working really hard in the
off-season and in the pre-season we're all training a lot in an effort
to' redeem ourselves from the
standing we had last season. We
have a lot of skill on this team
and hopefully we will be able to
showcase that better in our next
game."
Trinity was outshot in the
game 20-10 by Amherst and the
Lord Jeffs also had many more
corner kicks than" the Bantams
did in the game (10 for the Lord
Jeffs and six for the Bantams).
Nwanagu, Nelson and Joyce
led the team in shots during the
game with two each, but the
Bantams were pretty much shut
down on the offensive side of the
field by Amherst.

Five out of the next eight
games that the Bantams will play
will be against NESCAC opponents, including key matchups
against Wesleyan, Colby ;md
Connecticut College, all teams
the Bantams have a good shot at
beating.
Thus, in order for the team to
have any shot of making the
NESCAC Tournament at the end
of the year, the squad will have to
come together and find a way to
put the ball in the net more
often.
The Bantams will - take on
Manhattanville
College
on
Wednesday at home and then
travel to Wesleyan on Saturday to
play their second league game of
the year.
The game on
Wednesday begins at 4:00 pm.

Women's Cross Country Places
12th in' Season-Opening Race
continued from page 24

ond runner to finish was Alision- Lemire
'09, who finished with a time of 20:55.
overall with a time of 25:24. Freshman The race was won by NESCAC rival Tufts
standout Ryan Lane and co-captains Matt whose top five runners all finished in the
Anderson '07 and 2005 NESCAC All- top-25.
Academic selection Nate Gravel '08 all finThe big question mark for the women's
ished within five spots of each other at team remains on the health of co-captain
42nd, 45th and
Kristina Miner '07,
47th respectively.
who is still recoverOverall,
the
ing from a serious
men's team finished
injury she suffered
fifth in the race
during last winter's
with a final score of
indoor season. The
140 and placed as
quicker that Miner
the second highest
can get healthy and
Division III school
back into form this
- Trinity was edged
season, the better
out by the College
the chance the
of New Jersey who
Bantams will have
finished 11 places
at improving their
ahead
of
the
ranking throughout
Bantams. Yale finthe year.
ished first in the
However, until
race with an overall
Miner can return
score of 33.
from her injury, the
The
Bantam • . , ,
Bantams will have
men's team is look- !&#•" "~,~*
to rely on Williams,
ing this year to be >
Lemire, Christina
the first Trinity "
www.trincoll.edu Wheeler-Castro '08
men's team since The Men's XC team looks to return to the NCAAs. and
Megan
2000 to reach the
Apfelbaum '08 to
NCAA Division III Championships. Last carry the team. The women's team will be
year the Bantams finished fifth in the trying to get back to the NCAA
NESCAC Champ-ionships and 10th in the Championships for the first time since
New England Championships last year
2003 this year.
In the women's race, Bantam co-capThe next races for both the Men's and
tain Amanda Williams '08 finished 14th Women's teams will be at the UMassoverall with a time of 19:18. Trinity's sec- Dartmouth Invitational this Saturday.
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Men's Soccer Hopeful Despite First Loss Promising Start for Field
Hockey's 2006 Campaign
continued from page 20

led off the 2006 season in a fash- for a goal at 63:30.
ion similar to last year, dropping
Despite this rejuvenated
contention for the • NESCAG a home game to Amherst by one effort, Trinity could not find the
Tournament at the end of the goal, 2-1. Amherst struck early elusive tying goal, and the final
with a goal in the eighth minute " whistle left the score 2-1. Wunsch
year..
The defense is further of the first half, and kept the put together a very good game
strengthened by the solid options pressure on by outshooting with his five saves in goal, but the
two score deficit proved too
in the net. Among the returning Trinity 10-2 in the half.
The Lord Jeffs scored their muchj.io overcome.
goalkeepers are Zac Trudeau '09,
The Bantams will have plenty
who saw the bulk of the playing second goal of the game off a
time last year and Eric Wunsch corner kick at the start of the sec- of opportunities in the coming
'07. The goalkeepers on the roster ond half, but rather than dis- week to right the ship, starting
most likely, will split time, and hearten the Bantams, it actually with a match away at the Coast
Guard Academy on Tuesday, Sep.
push each other with healthy ignited the Trinity squad.
After
the
second
Amherst
12. A pair of conference games
competition.
goal,
the
Bantams'
offense
picked
follows
the Coast Guard match,
However, it has been the
up,
and
Fuentes
put
the
team
the
first
of which is away at
Bantams' inability to score goals
back
in
the
game
by
heading
a
Wesleyan
on
Sep. 16 and home
that has kept them from advancJason
Kulik
'10
pass
into
the
net
against
Bates
the
following day.
ing out of the bottom half of the
conference. The offensive attack
starts with tri-captain Drew
Murphy '07, Trinity's reigning
Junior Scholar Athlete of the
year. He is in the attack joined by
fellow midfielder and tri-captain
Russ Smith '07. While the senior
pair may hold steady at midfield,
the forward positions are dominated by a pair of talented juniors, Charlie Fuentes and
Jonathan Hayes.
Fuentes has scored seven goals
and tallied four assists in two
years and led the team in goals
last year and shared that honor in
the assist category with Michael
van Beuren '09.
In looking at the schedule,
Trinity's three most important
games this season - the ones that
will determine whether they will
get
into
the NESCAC
Tournament or not - will come
against Wesleyan, Colby and
Conn College.
www.trincoll.edu
Unfortunately, the Bantams Mike Johnson '07 preps for the game against Amherst this past weekend.

SPORTS I N BRIEF

continued from page 24

will be facing pretty much the
same lot of teams they did last
thought we did a great job," said year. Trinity will face Eastern
Curran.
"We definitely have Connecticut, Westfield State and
some things to work on [for the Clark University before getting
next game] ... Our coach [Anne into the meat of the NESCAC
Parmenter] said just keep up the schedule.
However,
intensity we
in order for
came out
the Bantams
with against
to do better
Amherst."
this
year and
Looking
improve
on
ahead toward
their
disapthe rest of
pointing resthe season,
ults,
the
the Bantams
women will
will, be lookneed to rely
ing to better
on their mix
last year's 1-8
of talent and
league mark.
experience to
Last
year,
guide
them
Trinity was
throughout
not abl e to
the season.
make
the
Edwin C. Pratt Malinowski
NESCAC
and Daly will
Tournament A faceoffends in Trinity's favor on Saturday,
lead
the
and that is
definitely one of the goals for attack from the midfield and forward postions respectivley. Kat
this year's squad.
The teams that the Bantams Cordon '08 led the team in scorwill be competing with to make it ing last year and the Bantams will
into the tournament will be the look for consistent offense from
recently defeted Amherst, Colby, her throughout the season. AllBates and Connecticut College. NESCAC and all-regional pick
The win over Amherst will defi- Mwatarura will play the role of
nitely help the Bantams' cause, attacking defender as she is movbut, this being the first weekend, ing back from midfield to defense
Trinity still has a lot of work to this year.
do in order to make it into the
Trinity will face Eastern
tournament at the end of the Connecticut on Thursday in
year.
Willimantic and will then go on
In terms of non-NESCAC to face NESCAC rival Wesleyan
opponents this year, the Bantams on Saturday in Middletown.

Volleyball Jumpstarts Season
with a Victory Against Camels
Bantams will be looking to her and Rachel
Low '10 to keep the competition for startMoore will be the team's main setter ing spots intense throughout the entire
while Kathleen Lenz '08 will be the team's season.
The upcoming season looks bright for
main Libero this year and she will look to
improve on her team high 347 digs from Trinity Volleyball who will hope to break
out of their reputation of being an inconlast year.
This year's roster also includes a num- sistent program and stay focused the entire
ber of potentially bright underclassmen year toward the goal of breaking away from
who will be eagerly awaiting their turn on the pack and distinguishing themselves as
the court. Sophomores Sara Fiorillo and one of the best programs in the NESCAC.
Whitney Duprey will provide depth at the
The Bantams' next game will be on
middle and outside hitter positions along Tuesday at St. Joseph's College followed by
with freshman Lindsay Beggan.
their first official NESCAC contest against
Tufts.
That match will be played at
Molly Ullman '10 played a considerable amount this past Saturday and the Amherst on Saturday.
continued from page 24
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Tue, Sept. 12
Men's Soccer @ Coast Guard Academy
Volleyball @ St. Joseph's College
Wed, Sep. 13
Women's Soccer vs. ManhattanviHe College (4:00)

LU
Thu, Sep. 14
Field Hockey @ Eastern Connecticut

O

u

CL

Sat, Sep. 16 V 1 •
Field Hockey ©"Wesleyan..
Men's & Women's Cross Country @ UMassDartmouth Invitational
Men's Soccer @ Wesleyan
Women's Soccer" @ Wesleyan
Golf @ Central Connecticut
Women's Tennis vs. Bjrandeis University (11:00)
Volleyball @ Amher3ff*s- Tufts)
1

Sun, Sep. 7 " ' ' . • » "
s Men's $occer vs. Bales (1:00)
jWomen's Soccer vs. Bates (1:00)
;olf @ Central Connecticut

StatoftheWeek

55

The stat of the week is 55 because that is the number of assists
that Emily Moore '08 racked up in one Volleyball match this
weekend against Connecticut College. Moore averaged just
under nine assists per game last year. The Conn. College match
went the full five games, thus hee average for the entire match
was 11 assists per game.
The all-time Trinity record for assists per game for an entire
season is 12.41 by Christine Horton in 2001. Second place on
the list actuary belongs to Moore who in 2004 had an average
of 9.84 assists per game.
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NFL's Mannings Not the Only Watch-Worthy Siblings in Sports
ByJAYACUNZO
SPORTS WRITER

Your brother is at it again,
starting a fight while your parents
aren't looking. It's a familiar scenario to all of us: you and your
. millionaire brother are quibbling
behind the back of your legendary father while getting a family tour of the ESPN headquar• ters.

• Okay, so the only thing
brothers Peyton and Eli Manning
have in common with other siblings during this ESPN commercial is their propensity for fighting.
By press time, the two will
have faced off in a Sunday night
match up, as Peyton leads his
Indianapolis Colts against Eli's
New York Football Giants to
open their respective seasons and

although the scene depicted in
the commercial seems strange to
us plebians, there are plenty of
other athlete/sibling sets who can
sympathize with the rivalry of
these two Mannings.
Some' of these siblings have
had more talented fathers. > i Jltime NBA great Rick Barry
spawned two journeyman shooters in Brent and Jon. The more
talented Barry boy, Brent, has
career highs that aren't entirely
laughable (14.4 ppg, 5.4 rpg, 5.3
apg), but his greatest award really
is the 2003-2004 All-Interview
Team - I'm not kidding.
Some siblings are perfect
pairs. Identical twins Tiki and
Ronde Barber have enjoyed hitting and running through others
and each other as contributors to
the Giants and Tampa Bay
Buccaneers respectivley, while

www.cnnsi.com
The Williams sisters are two of a kind when it comes to sibling athletic prowess.

Stanford grads Jason and Jarron
Collins are both serviceable big
men for the New Jersey Nets and
Utah Jazz, respectively.
Some compete as near-equals
read: Venus and Serena
Williams - while others don't
seem to have the same athletic
genes - read: 2006 NBA Hall of
Fame inductee,
Dominique
Wilkins, and his 26,668 career
points dwarf younger brother
Gerald's 11,000-plus points and
mild prowess as a sixth man.
Some siblings learn from each
other.
The baseball-playing
Molina brothers (Benji, Jose, and
Yadier) each make their living
behind the plate and until he
became a free agent after last season and signed with Toronto,
Benji started ahead of younger
brother Jose in Anaheim, while
third-born Yadier currently catches in St. Louis. Although the
Bash Brothers weren't technically
related, former sluggers Jose
Canseco and Mark McGwire certainly learned some valuable lessons from each other - always use
a good masking agent before testing any banned substance.
While none of the Molinas
have been to an All-Star Game,
the MLB- has seen 14 sets of
brothers make it to the
Midsummer Classic, including all
three DiMaggios (Joe, Vince and
Dom), Ken and George Brett,
Roberto and Sandy Alomar and
Pedro and Ramon Martinez.
The NHL has also seen its
share of successful siblings. The
league saw a flurry of Sutters (six
to be exact) when Brent, Brian,
Darryl, Duane (yes, Duane), Rich

www.espn.com
like all good brothers, the Mannings made up after their dispute on Sunday.

and Ron all hit pro ice.
The 2003 Stanley Cup also
featured a battle of brothers when
New
Jersey
Devil
Scott
Niedermayer faced the younger
Rob of the Anaheim Ducks, back
when they were Mighty. Big
brother won the fight (as usual)
and joined Anaheim a couple
years later to skate with his brother.
Some sports brothers even
make their living off the court, in
the front office. Joe and Gavin
Maloof have turned a once-dismal
NBA
program
(the
Sacramento Kings) into one of
the more exciting teams on the
West Coast, and they lead the
way for the WNBA Monarchs as
well.
But of all these sibling sets,

the Mannings have the chance to
become the most elite pair of
brothers to ever ink professional
contracts. The Vick brothers had
a shot, but Michael has been too
injury-prone and younger brother
Marcus has been too suspensionmisdemeanor-alcohol-rape-marijuana-firearms-prison prone to
challenge the Mannings.
Both Peyton and Eli start at
the most glamorous position in
sports for two popular and successful teams.
Both are fan
favorites in their cities, but neither will be a true success until
they reach the Super Bowl. On
the plus side though, both Eli
and Peyton have one very large
incentive to win - outdoing his
brother.
• Nothing like sibling rivalry.
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Volleyball Hopeful After Sweep of Conn. College & Wheaton
By JON SMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
One year after being bounced in the
semifinals of the NESCAC Tournament
and finishing in a five-way tie for third
place in the NESCAC standings, Trinity's
Volleyball team enters the 2006 campaign
hopeful that it will be able to build on last
year's success and even challenge for the
honor of being called one of the top teams
in the league.
The Bantams rolled into the 2006 season this past Saturday with two impressive
wins at Williams. Trinity's first opponents
of the season were the Connecticut
College Camels - who were also a part of
that five-way tie last year - and the
Wheaton College Lyons.
In their only meeting last season, the
Bantams torched the Camels, winning the
match three games to zero and even
though this year's contest was a little more
difficult for the Bantams, the end result
was exactly the same.
Trinity took- the first game easily, more
than doubling up the Camels, 30-14.
Conn. College then responded by taking
the second game to tie up the match at
one game a piece.
The two sides then traded the next two
games, with the Bantams winning the third
game 30-25 and the Camels taking game
four by the same mark. The match then
came down to the final game, which was a
toughly fought contest throughout, but
the Bantams proved too much in the

shortened fifth and final game, claiming
the victory with a 15-12 win.
Junior co-captain Lindsey Eichler led
the Bantam offense with 15 kills and three
aces while Nicole Cahill '09 added in 13
kills of her own.
However, perhaps the most mind boggling stat of the match belongs to Emily
Moore '08, who accumulated 55 assists
over the course of the match. That is an
average of 11 assists per game.
Last year, Moore averaged just under

nine assists per game, but split the chances
with Megan Borgelt '08, who averaged over
nine and a half a game. This year, however, Borgelt has been sidelined with a foot
injury, leaving Moore, at least for the time,
with the opportunity to post staggering
assist totals to help the team.
The win over Conn. College moved the
Bantams to 1-0 on the season, but since
the game was not an official NESCAC
contest, both Trinity and Conn. College
remain 0-0 in the league.

Edwin C. Pratt
Katie Lenz '08 will serve as the Volleyball team's primary Libero throughout the course of this season.

However, even before the ink was dry
in the ' W column, the Bantams had to get
ready for another match, this time against
the woeful 0-6 Wheaton College Lyons.
The Bantams had little problem dispatching the Lyons, who couldn't get past 11
points until the third game, in which they
scored 24. The Bantams won the match 30 and bumped their record on the season
to 2-0 and traveled back to Hartford happy
with their effort this weekend.
"For us, it was really good to start playing other teams," said Vanessa Forero '08,
who totaled 23 kills over the course of the
two matches. "We've been doing a lot of
scrimmages and conditioning and finally
getting out there against somebody else
was what we needed."
As for the rest of the season, the
Bantams are very confident about their
chances. "Not a lot has changed from last
year ... we finished in-that five way tie and
we're still a very solid squad," said Forero.
While other teams like Colby have lost a
number of their starters from last year, the
Bantams remain relatively unchanged with
the exception of two departed seniors,
Borgelt's injury and Erika Heineken who is
taking a year off.
The Bantams will feature a few changes
in this year's lineup, the biggest of which
include Forero setpping to the outside hitter position from her last two years as a
middle hitter and Nicole Cahill '09 will
step into Forero's spot in the middle.
see VOLLEYBALL on page 22

Amherst Cowers to Trin Field Hockey Norte '09 Places First at
Cross Country Tourney
ByJAYACUNZO
SPORTS WRITER

This past Saturday, Trinity's
Field Hockey team defeated the
Amherst Lord Jeffs 4-2 in the season opener for both sides, held at
Robin L Sheppard Field. Rookie
goalie Jill Fraker '10 stopped 12
out of 14 shots in her collegiate
debut, as the defensive-minded
Bantams made the 3-0 lead they
accumulated in the early stages of
the game hold through the final
whistle.
The performance by Fraker
boosted the confidence of the
offense and the defense and fulfilled the expectations her teammates set for her during the preseason.
"In practice, [Fraker] proved
herself to be worthy of the position," said midfielder Katie
Curran '08. "I don't think she
could have played much better
than she did."
Trinity jumped to its threegoal lead 15 minutes into the
contest.
Co-captain Lauren
Malinowski '07 and defender
Christine Mwatarura '09 led the
attack early on with one goal
each. Curran and co-captain Erin
Daly '07 assisted on both of the
early Bantam goals.
Forwards Marisa Shutte '08
and Carolyn Wolcott '10 scored
the final two goals for the
Bantams, with Wolcott contributing the first of her career.

Wolcott's goal came in
response to an Amherst goal early
in the second half, but aside from
that one tally, Amherst was never
able to run a cohesive offense
against Trinity's defensive unit.
"The first game is always
important to win," said Curran.
"It sets the tone for the season; it
was a really big win for us ... It
helped us build confidence entering the season."
Trinity was out-shot by
Amherst 14 to nine, but this stat
is misleading because Amherst
was never able to estabilish a consistent offense.
Trinity's rock
solid defense turned every

Amherst attempt away.
On the offensive side of the
field, the Bantams tallied assists
on all four goals and had six total
assists during the course of the
game. The Bantams' sound passing was a key to their seasonopening win.
Amherst's disjointed offense
did not manage an assist on
either of their two goals, as the
Bantam defenders controlled the
play of the game and when necessary, passed the game over to
their teammates on offense.
"Being our first game, I

Propels men's team to fifth place overall

meter course while the women
competed in a 5,000 meter run
and the weather in Waterford was
a perfect 76 degrees.
In the men's race, Bantam
In their opening races this
past weekend, both Trinity's sophomore Hunter Norte - who
last year was
Men's
and
the NESCAC
Women's
Rookie of the
Cross Country
Year
- led the
teams finished
Trinity runners
extremely well
by capturing
and
started
first
place
what
will
see PROMISING on page 22
overall
with
a
hopefully be a
time
of
24:59.
very successful
Norte finished
season
for
16
seconds
both squads.
ahead of his
Under the
closest comguidance
of
petitor. This
head
coach
race
was
George Suitor
- who is enterNorte's first
ing his 15th
individual win
year as coach
as a Bantam
for both the
and also his
men's
and
best time in an
women's team
Fdwin1!rPratt intercollegiate
- the Cross Christina Wheeler Castillo '08 starts the race. 8,000
meter
Country teams
race, beating
will hope to make it back to the his old personal best by 14 secNCAA Championships this year. onds.
The first race for both teams
In addition to Norte, Sam
was the Connecticut College Moorehead '09 also had a very
Invitational at Harkness State strong showing, finishing fifth
Edwin C. Pratt Park in Waterford, Conn. The
Christine Mwatarura '09 helps her team with an early goal to shut down AmhersL men's race was held on an 8,000
see WOMEN'S on page 21
By ASHLEY BELL
SPORTS EDITOR

